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THE COLLEGIATE CROWD 
IS ALWAYS WELCOME 
AT OUR PLACE! 
WE SEE FORDS 
AND MONARCHS IN 
THEIR FUTURES- AND 
WE'RE HAPPY TO HAVE A 
SPOT IN THEIR YEAR-BOOK. 
THE TRUTH IS - IT DOESN'T SEEM SO LONG SINCE 
WE WERE IN THE "HIGH" CROWD OURSELVES! 
BEST WISHES TO ALL Of YOU! 
WEBSTER MOTORS (WINDSOR) l TD. 
FORD AND MONARCH CARS FORD TRUCKS 
WINDSOR AVENUE AT THE CITY HALL PARK 
'TO ALL 
1953 '9Paduale3 
WE CAN ASSIST YOU IN PLANNING YOUR FUTURE! 
Today, the field of Business holds greater opportunities for young 
men and young women than ever before. Employers are crying for 
young people with ability and initiative. You, the Graduates of '53, 
will supply this demand IF you are properly prepared to accept and 
take advantage of these opportunities. Your High School Diploma is 
evidence of a good general education. To succeed in any profession 
you must have specialized training. This also applies in Business. 
Specialized Business Training can be obtained quickly and inex-
pensively. We can show you how. 
Thorough Business Education, tuned to today's requirements, is our 
specialty, and has been since 1913. 
TRAIN IN THE SCHOOL THAT WILL DO THE MOST FOR YOU. 
WINDSOR 
BUSINESS COLLEGE 
R. J. SERVICE, Principal & Owner 
15 CHATHAM ST. EAST PHONE 3-4921 
Compliments of 
FRASER LUMBER COMP ANY 
187 4 Walker Road 
Compliments 
of 
WINDSOR AUTOMOBILE 
DEALERS ASSOCIATION 
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4-9256 
C. A. MADY & SONS LTD. 
Open DaJly from 9:00 Till 9:00 
QUALITY AND SERVICE OUR FIRST THOUGHT 
4785 TECUMSEH RD. E. 
PHONE 5-1117 
Compliments of 
DOMINION 
TWIST 
DRILL 
LIMITED 
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lt~s from Birks 
means so much to the recipient of a gift 
in the famous Blue Box. 
For four generations, the gift in the Birks Blue 
Box has been given with pride • . . received with 
pleasure. 
Birlts Diamonds- Challenger Watches 
English Bone China-English Leather 
Birks Sterling-Regency Plate. 
BIR KS 
J E V:// E L L E R S 
For Quality 
DRUGS 
COSMETICS 
TOILETRIES 
Ouellette Ave. at London St .......... .4-2505 
Ouellette Ave. at Wyandotte St .... .4-2507 
Wyandotte St. E. at Hall Ave ........ .4-1334 
Ouellette Ave. at Shepherd St ...... .4-2272 
Ouellette Ave. at Giles Blvd ........... 3-1023 
Wyandotte St. W. at Partington ... .4-4666 
A word to the wise ••• 
• . . to the wise young girls - and boys - who 
wouldn't be satisfied with "just any job" when they 
go out to work. 
Year after year, hundreds of young people find 
congenial jobs at the Bell where an ever-expanding 
business offers unlimited opportunities in many dif-
ferent types of work. The good pay, short work-week, 
pleasant working conditions, the many benefits and 
social activities are some of the reasons why they say 
"The Bell is a good place to work!" 
THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA 
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HER MAJESTY 
QUEEN ELIZABETH II 
EDITORIAL 
This year will always be remembered 
by the graduates of '53. For in 1953, 
Walkerville won two W.0.S.S.A. titles, not 
held for many years, the girls' doubles in 
tennis and senior boys' basketball. We are 
very proud of the students who brought 
these titles to Walkerville. 
In 1953, the world mourned the death 
of two of its leaders; the Eastern world 
Joseph Stalin, and the Western world, the 
well-loved Queen Mary. 
But this year will be especially re-
membered as the Coronation Year. In 
1-953, with great pageantry and splendour, 
5 
Elizabeth II ascended to the throne to be-
come Queen of England and alsu Queen 
of Canada. 
Students graduate every year but it 
is very few who graduate the year a Queen 
is crowned Sovereign of the greatest king-
dom in the world. Thell!fore, we are 
proud to say, "I graduated in ~53, the . 
Coronation Year." 
To honour this historical year and 
to recall it in times to come, we have dedi-
cated our yearbook to Her Majesty, Queen 
Elizabeth II. 
-Myra Measures. 
~LKERVILLE 'S STUDENT COUNCIL 
MR. J.J. HARTFORD 
I ' 
, ,I 
Mr. J. J. Hartford, one of our most beloved teachers, is retmng this year. 
He has taught at Walkerville Collegiate for thirty years - since 1923. ' 
During these years he taught many boys and girls who will always remember 
his leadership and his kind interest in them. 
He has been chief adviser and treasurer of the Agora since it was first 
formed. Without his help the Agora could never have been so successful. 
We are indeed sorry to see him le .tve \Valkerville and we will miss him 
immensely. 
Mr. Hartford has kindly consented to give us a short farewell message: 
When I attended Owen Sound Collegiate our motto 1 was "Dum vivimus. 
vivamus." - "While we live, let us live." It is a thought that I have treasured all 
my life and which I should like to pass on to you. 
Once, while holidaying in western Canada, I watched two men enjoy the 
sport of :µiountain climbing. One man devoted all his energies to climbing, intent 
on reaching the top. The other, while apparently equally successful in climbing, 
stopped occasiopally to rest and enjoy the beauty of the marvellous scenery. 
So it is in our climb through life. We must co'ncentrate all our energies on 
the task that is before us, but it is still possible to enjoy our work and to get 
considerable pleasure out of life - as we go along. "While we live, let us live." 
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SCHOLARSHIPS 
Congratulations to the Scholarship 
winners of 19521 W.C.I. students won 23 
scholarships at a total value of $6585. 
Isabel Wright did exceptionally well. 
She won the Ontario War Memorial 
Scholarship (Pharmacy) for $1400, a Do-
minion-Provincial University Scholarship 
of $400, the Royal Jubilee Chapter 1.0. 
D.E. Scholarship worth $150, the Michigan 
Student-Aid Foundation Scholarship of 
$100, the University Women's Club 
Scholarship of $100, and the First Carter 
Scholarship for $100. 
Frank Sweet received the Alice Wilson 
Graybiel Memorial Scholarship for $900, 
the Canadian Legion Scholarship of $500, 
the Rob~rt Bruce Scholarship for $100, 
and the Second Carter Scholarship for 
$60. 
To Irene Karpenko went a Dominion-
Provincial University Scholarship of $400, 
the Edith E. Bowlby Scholarship in Eng-
lish of $150, and the Alice Wilson Gray-
biel Memorial Scholarship Grant of $200. 
Jack Pogue was awarded the Junior 
Chamber of Commerce Scholarship for 
$325 and the J. L. McNaughton Scholar-
ship for $100. The University of Western 
Ontario Scholarship of $250 went to Don-
a]d Bates. Myra Measures won the Uni-
versity of Toronto Scholarship for $150. 
Anne Alexander won the Major F. Tilson 
Chapter 1.0.D.E. Bursary of $150. Gordon 
Ringrose received the Lady Beck Chapter 
1.0.D.E. Bursary of $150. The Mary 
Gooderham Chapter 1.0.D.E. Bursary of 
$150 went to George Tiviluk. 
Jack Pogue and Mary Catherine 
Young were awarded the Ernest Creed 
Memorial Medals donated by the Hon. 
Paul Martin to the most outstanding boy 
and girl graduate in the school. 
Joyce McKim won the Zonta Club 
Scholarship of $400 and to Harry Daniel 
went the Civitan Scholarship of $150. 
We feel that those persons or organi-
zations who have given scholarships as a 
public service or as a memorial have in-
vested wisely in the future of Canada. 
-Ann Blair. 
1952 SCHOL.ilRSHIP WINNERS 
Front Row, Le~ to Rlght:-Joyce McKim, Irene Karpenko, Isabel Wright, W. N. Ball, Anne 
Alexander, Mary C. Young, Myra Measures. 
Back Row, Left to Right:-Frank Sweet, George Tiviluk, Jim Mclauchlan, Harry Daniel, Don 
Bates, Jack Pogue. 
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STAFF OF WALKERVI LLE C.I. 
lack Row:-5. H. Bult, W. L: Swanson, W. Young, D. L. Waddell, N. Sinclair, 'A.. C. Brow,n, I. A. 
Allison, F. $.Beckley, A. I. Fletcher. 
1 
, 
Middle Row:-H. E. Nighswander, H. R. Hugill, J. Lowden, R. Mcleod, C. Gregory, E. -A-ogers, 
M. R. McLaren, C. T. Bunt, F. A. Burr, H. A. Klinck, D. C. 0'.ijrien. ' , 
Front Row:-G. Falls, C. Hartmann, H. E. Robbins, J. J. Hartford, W. N. 8aU, B. W. Brown, 
G. Tunks, D. Bergoine, J. MacIntyre. 
Absent:-E. Hutchinson, M. Young, J. Westlake, C. C. Parr. '/ 
f t, 
Head boy, John Atkinson 
Head girl, Kay Binning 
WE WISH TO THANK YOU! 
On behalf of the Executive and the 
Advertising Staff of the Blue and White, 
I would like to express my deepest thanks 
to all our advertisers, without whose pat-
ronage our magazine would not have been 
possible. I would also like to extend 
thanks to our staff advisers, Mr. Bull and 
Mr. Lowden; Mr. Brown and the Typing 
9 
Staff; the teachers who judged the Liter-
ary and Art Contests; and all the students 
who contributed to our magazine, either 
by way of entries or advertising. 
In closing, I 11rould also like to re-
mind the students and teachers to patron-
ize our advertisers. 
-Jean C. Awde (Advertinng Mgr.) 
EXCHANGE 
Each year the Blue and White Staff 
aims to provide a better magazine. This 
is possible not only by the co-operation of 
the students, but also by the exchange of 
ideas and magazine material from year 
books of collegiates and vocational schools 
throughout Canada. We wish to thank 
these schools and hope that they will con-
tinue this exchange. 
THE ETOBIAN, ETOBICOKE COL-
LEGIATE INSTITUTE, Toronto, On-
AD ASTRA, SARNIA COLLEGIATE 
INSTITUTE, Samia, Ontario: 
This magazine had a good Ii terary 
section. This school has a "Skits Club" 
and there is a page of snaps from various 
skits. A very interesting magazine! 
THE ECHOES, PETERBOROUGH COL-
LEGIATE AND VOCATIONAL 
SCHOOL, Peterborough, Ontario: 
They had an index at the beginning 
and very good material throughout, es-
pecially literary. There were many car-
toons and sketches, making a splendid 
book. 
The photography was particularly 
good and we found the pictures of stud-
ents at work in such classes as chemistry, 
very interesting. 
ROBUR, LAURENCE PARK COLLEG-
IATE INSTITUTE, Toronto, Ontario: 
We found this to be a very worth-
while magazine with a particularly good 
literary section. 
THE TECHALOGUE, SASKATOON 
TECHNICAL COLLEGIATE INST!· 
TUTE, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan: 
Under the striking cover was found 
interesting form write-ups of each class. 
Candid shots and photographs of classes 
at work were particularly noted. 
TECH TALK, OTT AW A TECHNICAL 
HIGH SCHOOL, Ottawa, Ontario: 
The photography, sketching, and title 
pages are outstanding. Form news was in-
teresting and the book on the whole above 
average. 
THE VOLT, INGERSOLL DISTRICT 
CO LLEG IA TE INSTITUTE, Ingersoll, 
Ontario: 
The poetry was particularly note-
worthy. Candid shots were exceptionally 
good, as was form news. 
We also enjoyed reading Kelvin Year 
Book, Kelvin High School, Winnipeg, 
Manitoba; Kencoll, Kennedy Collegiate 
Institute, Windsor, Ontario; The Oracle, 
·woodstock, Ontario; Spartalogue, Sand-
wich Collegiate Institute, Windsor, On-
tario; The Spotlight, Trenton High School, 
Trenton, Ontario; The Towers, W. D. 
Lowe Vocational School, Windsor, On-
tario. 
-Nancy Martin 
ADVERTISING STAFF 
t . 
Back Row:-D. Warrick, J. Atkinson, D. Bell, V. Parker, R. Robbins, P. Sampson., S. Ilk, B. Rose. 
Centre Row:-M. Thompson, B. McCormick, K. Hayward, M. Hardy, M. Aue-lchrui, N. Martin, 
A. Blair, H. Girling, A. Taylor, M. Baker, M. Sabados, L. Steel, N. Werbowecki, M. A. Coy~•. 
Front Row:-M. Butcher, L. Logan, E. Dobrowolsky, M. Pougnet, Jean Awde (Advertising Mana-
ger) T. Czaczkowski, S. Meronick, M. J. Haynes, P. Docherty, M. H. Small. 
BLUE AND WHITE STAFF 
lack Row, left to right:-Beth McCormick, Nancy Marrin, Ann Blair, Loraine Logan, Ann 
Torigian, Milly Malavsky. 
Centre· Row, · le~ to right:-Janet Frederick, Vaughan Cameron, Tony Czaczkowski, Bill Miller, 
Vietor Parke.r ... John Atkinson, Joanne Naish. 
Front Row, le~- to right:-Marianne Measures, Marilyn Butcher, Doug Reid, Myra Measures, 
Mr. Bull, Elaine Wachna, Jean Awde, Dorothy Lang. 
BLUE AND WHITE EXECUTIVE 
MYRA MEASURES .. .. ........ ... .. ..... Editor 
ELAINE W ACHN A Assistant Editor 
MR. S. BULL . . .. ........ .... Staff Adviser 
JEAN AWDE .. ... Advertising Manager 
DO ROT HY LANG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . Secretary 
ANN TORIGIAN Girl( Athletics 
BILL MILLER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boys' Athletics 
NANCY MARTIN Exchange 
VICTOR PARKER ...... ........... Cadets 
BETH McCORMICK ..... ........ . Activities 
MILLY MALAVSKY ...... ... ... .. .. . Activities 
CLASS REPRESENTATIVES 
13A-Loraine Logan, Maurice Pougnet 
13B-Mary Vavasour, Eric Gengenbach. 
13G-Milly Malavsky, Paul Cole. 
12A-Gayle Simon, Spence Hodkinson. 
12B-Sandra Meronick, Dennis Warrick. 
l 2C-Joanne Ovens, Bill Rose. 
12D---Sonia Thach, Bill Wright. 
llA-Mary Jane Haynes, Jack Va1lance. 
llB-Martha Sabados, Walt Jarkoweic. 
llC-Hilda Girling, Gerald Ferguson. 
I ID-Pearl Kavanaugh, Bruce Robinson. 
11 E-Shirley Hand. 
IOA-Margo Hardy, Doug Bell. 
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DOUG REID Assistant Editor 
MR. J. LOWDEN ... ... .. .. .... Staff Adviser 
MARILYN BUTCHER Business-Mgr. 
JOANNE NAISH ... ... ..... ... ... .. ..... . Society 
ANN BLAIR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Scholarships 
MARIANNE MEASURES .. ... .... ... .... . Art 
LORAINE LOGAN ..... .. ... .... ...... Literary 
.JANET FREDERICK ... ...... .. .. ... Cartoons 
TONY CZACZKOWSKI ... ..... .. .. .. .. Jokes 
JOHN ATKINSON ...... .. ... Adviser 
VAUGHAN CAMERON ... ... .. 
Assistant Photographer 
IOB-Pat Docherty, Ted Smith. 
IOC-Barbara Legge, Ronald Soutar. 
IOD-Lynn Holmes, Don Laframboise. 
lOE-Marlene Roth, :poug Shrimpton. 
!OF-Marion Raven, Gary Lucier. 
9A-Elizabeth Dobrowolsky, Boris Kar-
penko. 
9B--Nadia Werbowecki, Donald Hager 
9C--Ann Ilijanic, Al Solosky. 
9D-Mary Small, Andy Boyd. 
9E-Linda Steel, Wayne Brown. 
9F-Trudy Docherty, Bill Pogue. 
9G-Ann Macala, Mike Dufour. 
9H-Jean Martin, Bill Carter. 
BOARD Of EDUCATION 
for 
THE CITY Of WINDSOR, 1953 
H. D. Taylor, B.A., M.D., Chairman 
C. W. Daynes, Vice-Chairman 
P. P. McCallum, C.L.L. 
A. R. Davidson, B.A. 
L. Whittaker 
APPOINTED TRUSTEES 
SEPARATE SCHOOLS 
Dr. M. G. Brick, D.D.S. 
H. Lassaline, M.A. 
VOCATIONAL SCHOOL 
C. G. Sampson 
E. Watson 
OFFICIALS 
Superintendent of Schools 
Business Administrator 
Assistant Business Administrator 
Inspector of Public Schools 
T. C. White, B.A. B.Pred. 
T. Roy Noble, B.C.S. 
John Dower 
C. R. MacLeod, B.A., B.Pred. 
- - WINDSOR SCHOOLS EXCEL - -
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ACTIVITIES 
AGORA 
Front Row, left to right:-Doug Reid, John Atkinson, Kathy Chistoff, Harley Forden, Mr. Ball, 
Mick Brown, Mr. Hartford, Pat MacKeen, Bill Paris, Myra Measures, Elaine Wachna. 
Centre Row, left to right:-Beth McCormick, Lillian McKay, Sylvia McNaught, Vicky Tkach, 
Betty Patton, Kay Binning, Marilyn Miller, Shirley Stewardson, Kathy Totten , Jane Blackmore, 
Medora Sale, Margaret Thompson. 
Back Row, left to right:-!<en Darroch, Paul Fairhurst, Bob Blainey, Pat Gillette, Bob Hanson, 
Grant Thompson, Victor Parker, Murray Dresser, Fred Creed. 
Last September the Agora elected the 
following officers: Honorary President, 
Mr. Ball; President, Mick Brown; Vice-
President, Harley Forden; Secretary, Pat 
MacKeen; Treasurer, Mr. Hartford; So-
cial Convener, Kathy Chistoff; Publicity 
Convener, Bill Paris; and Financial Con-
vener, Myra Measures. 
This year the Agora's activities in-
cluded the sponsoring of the "Gambler's 
Gambol", one night of the Operetta, and 
also our very successful Magazine Drive. 
The Agora sold school ribbons, and 
Christmas cards; bought merit pins and 
graduation pins; and sponsored several 
tea dances, the Graduation Dance, and 
the Agora Assembly. 
The Agora appreciates the co-opera-
tion it received from both teachers and 
students and wishes to thank heartily all 
who helped in its many activities, especial-
ly Mr. Hartford and Mr. Waddell. 
ART CLUB 
I wonder how many students would 
be willing to appear at school on Satur-
13 
day morning, prepared for a full day's 
work? The members of the Art Club have 
accomplished this feat four times so far 
this year in making, by a process of silk-
screening, posters for the Magazine Sub-
scription Drive, the Fashion Show, the 
Operetta, ar.d the covers of the Gradua-
tion and Operetta programmes. 
At the beginning of the year we 
elected the executive consisting of Margo 
Hardy, President; Doreen O'Brien, Secre-
tary; Bill Wight, Treasurer; Mary Win-
ternvite, Business Manager; and Don Col-
nier, Grade Nine representative. 
Miss MacTavish and the Art Club 
deserve much credit for the wonderful im-
provement in art work around the school 
MUSIC CLUB 
For the newest organization in the 
school the futurt looked very bright in 
September. Membership was large but as 
the autumn waned, unfortunately so did 
the attendance. After five or six pro-
grammes the club ceased to function, but 
better luck next time. 
CONCERT ORCHESTRA 
Standing:-Mr. A. Brown, Bill Rose, Dave Burge, Don Paget, Ed Agnew, Robin Bolton, Bill Paris, 
Bill Morgan, Stuart Laird, Bob Stewart, Garnet Ryan, Arnold Hawkins. 
Sitting:-Tony Janecko, Elizabeth Dobrowolsky, Walter Leshyn, Florence Moodrey, George 
Stecko, Ernie Jackiw, Bob Zak, Leon Sydor, Jean Kaspachuk, Harry Edwards, Barbara Davidson, 
Maureen Burr, Ted Bale, Charles Lewis, Murray Dresser, Doug Young, Spence Hodkinson, 
Tony Cza czkows ki. 
CONCERT 
ORCHESTRA 
The orchestra under the capable 
guidance of Mr. A. C. Brown has played 
at every assembly, both junior and senior, 
along with extra engagements such as the 
graduation dance. The orchestra has added 
two new instruments this year and that 
brings the total number of pieces to about 
forty. New members are most welcome. 
FASHION SHOW 
Again this year the C. H. Smith Com -
pany sponsored the G.A.A. October fashion 
show, featuring the latest styles in sports-
wear, school clothes, suits, coats, and bet-
ter dresses. Showing the outfits to best ad-
vantage were Shirley Popowich, Sheila 
Morris, Joan Willomott, Sue Geml, Kathy 
Totten, Barbara Hoshal, Bernice Otto, 
Ann Whelpton, Joan Liebing, Jean Awde, 
Donna Tait, and Ann Louise Holmes. 
CHESS CLUB 
This year the chess club launched 
upon an intercollegiate campaign. In our 
first meeting with Kennedy we tied at one 
table and ended up trouncing Kennedy by 
a score of 9 to 1. The Kennedy club has 
female members -what about it girls? The 
club meets Wednesday noon in Mr. Burr's 
room, and new members are welcome. 
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Mangled Pedestrian: What's the matter, 
are you blind? 
Motorist: Blind? ... I hit you, didn't I? 
Victoria Qollrgr 
in the 
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO 
Founded by Royal Charier in 18 ]6 ·'for the general educal ion of youth 
in the l'arious branches of Lilenlure and Science on Christian Principles ·· 
As one of the Federated Colleres in.the Faculty of Arts of the University 
of Toronto, Victoria College e>1rols students in all courses leading to the 
degrees of Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Commerce and preparatory to 
admission to the schools of Graduate Studies. Divinity. Education. Law and 
Social Work 
In the Annesley Hall Women·s Residences accommodation is available for 
women students of Victoria C:,llege. In the Victoria College Residences 
accommodation is available for men students of the College 
For full information, including calendars and bulletins, 
apply to the Registrar, Victoria College, Toronto. 
DANCE BAND 
Back Row:-Oavid Burge, Arnold Hawkins, Bill Paris, Ed Agnew, Spence Hodkinson, Tony 
Czaczkowski. 
Front Row:-Mr. Brown, George Stecko, Charles Lewis, Murray Dresser, Doug Young. 
DANCE BAND 
General Xavier Brown turned his 
talents once more to making a dance band. 
The Agora and the Boys' Athletic spon-
sored tea dances and the band made its 
first public appearance. It was most suc-
cessful! The boys finished the first term 
by playing at the graduation dance. After 
Christmas Mr. Brown and his boys sup-
plied music for two dances after basket-
ball games and for more tea dances. The 
band created hours of fun for the boys 
who played in it. Loads of luck next year, 
fellows! 
MONITOR SYSTEM 
Law and order reigned supreme at all 
times in Walkerville during the school 
term of 1952-53. Such control was main-
tained only through the excellent efforts 
of the Grade 13 students, each of whom 
took his or her turn as a monitor. The 
small white bands denoting authority 
could be seen at rnch school functions as 
the basketball games, the dances and as-
semblies, and were ever present at the 
mid-day meal. At the helm were Head 
Girl, Kay Binning, assisted by Mary Anne 
Coyle, and Head Boy, John Atkinson, as-
sisted by Victor Parker. 
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RED CROSS 
The Junior Red Cross Society was 
organized in November. Shirley Hand was 
elected president, Jane Blackmore, secre-
tary, and Joan Walsh, treasurer. We 
visited the Red Cross building and the 
Sanitorium, and sponsored a very success-
ful tea-dance. New members are welcome. 
GIRLS' CHOIR 
The girls' choir this year, under the 
direction of Miss Gregory, distinguished 
itself at the Windsor Music Festival. 
Grateful mention is made to Marilyn 
Merklinger, the accompanist. There was 
no Boys' Choir but next year there may be 
competition for the girls. 
COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
WINDSOR RETAIL 
FLORISTS 
ASSOCIATION 
Spence Hodkinson, N~talie Sauc:huk, Leon 
Sydor, Lecta Savehitz. 
PUBLIC SPEAKING 
The junior girl public speaking win-
ner for the school was Lecta Savehitz who 
spoke on "Interesting Women in Public 
Life", and as her impromptu, "The 
Queen". Lecta placed well in the city 
finals. 
Leon Sydor won the junior boys' con-
test with his speech "Safety as I see it", 
and his impromptu, "My Future Career". 
Leon placed third in the city. 
In the senior girls' contest Natalie 
Sauchuk took top honours for the school 
with her wonderful speech, "Mercy Kill-
ing", and her impromptu was "Sandlot 
Baseball". Natalie won the senior girls' 
competition for the city. Her amusing im-
promptu was "A Shopping Excursion". 
Unfortunately there was no W.0.S.S.A. 
this year. 
There were only two entries in the 
school's senior boys' competition this year. 
Both speakers did very well and the con-
test was extremely good. Spence Hodkin-
son won with his timely speech, "Extra 
Curricular Activities" and his impromptu, 
"Father pays the Bills." 
ASSEMBLIES 
On Friday afternoons this year we 
have had very enjoyable assemblies put on 
by various classes. Every assembly opened 
and closed with music played by the or-
chestra under Mr. Brown's leadership. 
Usually the orchestra played well-known 
tunes to favour the students while they 
were getting seated. 
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Will we ever forget the Agora assem-
bly, or the take-off on the American elec-
tion last fall? We will always remember 
the special W.0.S.S.A. assembly for our bas-
ketball champions. 
For our assemblies we had many in-
teresting and varied speakers. Taking 
first place among these speakers was the 
Honourable Paul Martin, M.P., who spoke 
to us about the United Nations. 
CHRISTIAN 
FELLOWSHIP 
The Interschool Christian Fellowship · 
is an international, interdenominational 
organization which has groups of teen-
agers in thousands of high schools through-
out the world all linked by this one com-
mon club. Our Christian Fellowship group 
meets every week and we discuss educa-
tional, religious, and greater fellowship. 
Of ten we have films or speakers to en-
lighten our meetings. Our discussions are 
woven among our enjoyable outings, get-
togethers and parties. We welcome any 
new members to our meetings. 
PING-PONG 
The ping-pong tables in the north 
hall of the school provide lively entertain-
ment at noon and after four. The tourna-
ments this year have not started, but the 
junior girl winner from last year was 
Irene Skarbek and the senior, Sheila 
Morris. Stuart Laird was the junior boys' 
winner and Bing Chan the senior. Clay-
ton Brent and Don Rideout won the boys' 
doubles. Bing Chan was the school champ. 
She lies awake and anxiously 
Can hear the clock strike half-past three. 
"A fussing parent isn't right-
But oh, when he stays out all night? 
Perhaps if I start counting sheep ... " 
Unrelaxed upon her back, 
She counts but one ... and it is black. 
DRAM.ii TICS 
THE c ·ypsy ROVER 
. The Dramatic Society presented their 
en1oyable operetta in the school audi-
torium on the evening of the 18, 19, and 
20 of February. The cast included Peter 
Jankov, as Rob, the gypsy who in the end 
turns out to be a noble and takes his 
rightful place in the world. To share this 
place he has -Lady Constance, played by 
Billie Jane Moffat, daughter of Sir George 
Martindale, fatherly portrayed by Marvin 
Prokopchuk. Father's choice for his daugh-
ter was Lord Archibald Craveh, brilliant-
ly portrayed by Spence Hodkinson. As 
their foster parents Meg, and Marto, Elirn-
beth Wilson and Gabriel Krammer filled 
their roles admirably. 
Humour was supplied by Jim Stanley 
as Sinfo, in love with Zara, played by 
Nancy Car;ter. Kathy Totten played Nina 
and her swain, Captain Jerome, was played 
by Bill Paris. Sir Francis McCorkle was 
played by Fred Creed and Sir Toby Lyon 
by Stephen Ilk. The lackey was Garnet 
Ryan. 
. The awards went to Billie Jane Mof-
fac, Nancy Carter, Spence Hodkinson, and 
David Bib as one of the members of the 
Fairyland choru~· which also included 
Carol Stevens, Barbara Jackson, Elsie Pet-
rich, Bill' Pogue and Scott Turner. 
1 The whole protluction would have 
been impossible but for the never-ending, 
but greatly appreciated efforts of Miss 
Robbins and Miss MacIntyre. 
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To our accompanists Donna Urie, 
Olga Smuchok and Kathy Totten we say 
a hearty, "Well done." No play is possible 
wi.thouc behind the scenes help and for 
this we thank and commend Ron Robbins, 
Don Paget, Paul Cole and Bob Bouteille,r. 
Kathy Chistoff was our property mistress 
and, as in the past, she did a grand job 
with the aid of her assistants. 
DRAMATIC SOCIETY 
Back row left t9 righ,t: · Kathy ' Chistoff, Dorothy 
Laing, Bill Paris, Kathy Totten, Olga Smuchok. 
Front row left to right: Miss MacIntyre, Billie Jane 
Moffat, Miss Robbins. 
RYANCRETE 
BUILDING PRODUCTS 
The Finest Money Can Buy 
Always Uniform -And Stronger 
Sand! Gravel! Cement! Bricks! 
Everything in Building! 
RYAN BUllDERS SUPPUES 
LIMITED 
* 
210 Detroit Street 
Phone 4-3271 
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BEST WISHES TO ALL 
WALKERVILLE STUDENTS 
from 
SMITH'S 
WINDSOR'S LARGEST 
DEPARTMENT STORE 
In School and at Play 
KEEP FIT 
Drink More Milk for Health 
THE MILK 
EDUCATIONAL 
COUNCIL 
OF WINDSOR 
SOCIETY NEWS 
As always, the first big social event 
of each new school year is the "Gambler's 
Gambol". And also as always, with the 
arrival of November the girls were noticed 
putting on their best "glad-rags" and cast .. 
ing hopeful glances at all available males. 
The grade 13 girls used a very subtle ap-
proach in announcing that senior boys 
should ask grade 13 girls. 
November 14th arrived and the decor-
ating committee had dressed the gym like 
a be,1utiful gambling room. The walls 
were covered with streamers, school let-
ters, and decks of cards. The favours were 
tiny cards and dice. A wonderful evening 
was had by all including Kathy Totten 
and Victor Parker, Loraine Logan and 
Doug Young, Kay Binning and John At-
kinson, Pat MacKeen and Paul Cole, Mary 
Wallen and Harley Forden, Barbara 
Bishop and Bill Paris. 
The thirteenth grade saw a hockey 
game December 8, between the Barrie 
Flyers and our own Windsor Spitfires, 
thanks to Marilyn Butcher. 
The Agora, the Boys' Athletic Associa-
tion, and the Junior Red Cross sponsored 
some very successful tea dances this year. 
Music was supplied on all occasions by 
the school dance band. "The Collegians" 
played "smooth" music inspired by "cool" 
solos from Ed Agnew, Murray Dresser and 
others. Everyone had a gay time and en-
joyed the fast whids whenever Murray 
played "Clarinet Polka." 
The "tea-dances" were all held at 
noon and drew near capacity crowds. A 
few teachers came to them and were seen 
dancing with slightly embarrassed students. 
Noon tea-dances have gone over real big 
at Walkerville C. I. this year. 
The Girls' Athletic Association spon-
sored a Square Dance on January 20 with 
Peter Mitchell doing the calling. Old 
hands at the dance helped the novices get 
into, the swing of it and soon everyone was 
having a great time. 
Shortly after the G.A.A. Square Dance, 
Jim Stanley held a Rover party at his 
home with square dancing, one of the 
main features of the evening, along with 
1 ound dancing, singing, and movies. 
Hen parties, too, are still in style, es-
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peciall y among the girls of grade 13. The 
girls had a taffy-pull at Pat MacKeen's, 
and a baking "gab-fest" at Kathy Chis-
toff' s. Some fun, and the parties weren't 
even crashed by "the Boys" - at least as 
far as this reporter knows. 
During the Christmas holidays, Helen 
Crispin gave a party at her home on De-
cember 27. Most of the guests present were 
'52 and '53 grads of W.C.I. Marjorie Clif-
ton had a New Year's Eve party for a 
small group of her friends. To start the 
)ear off right, Gayle Dresser held a gather-
ing for some of her out-of-town friends. 
Wednesday, January 27, 1953, shall 
hereafter be known as the Day of Reckon-
ing at W.C.I., for it was on this day that 
the boys of grades 13B and C, after being 
lectured by Mr. S. Bull, on the dress and 
habits of his school days, decided to go 
back a score of years, and wear the sort of 
clothes he wore. They came dressed in 
dark pants, white shirts, bow or string 
ties, and vests. A few even wore bouton-
iers. The vests worn ranged from formal 
dress to vaudeville attire. Mr. Bull stole 
the whole show when he wore a shocking 
brown and green tweed vest. The joke is 
on the boys because it's "vests for style in 
'53", according to an ad seen on the bulle-
tin board in Miss Robbins' Room. 
An item of note, worthy of mention, 
but seldom seen in a school magazine, is 
a wedding. The girls of C2 gave a shower 
for May Ritchie, on January 25. May was 
married February 7, with many of her 
former classmates attending both the wed-
ding and the reception. 
By the way did you happen to see any 
pretty young girls in the halls with little 
red bows in their hair during January? 
If you did, and wondered about it, here·~ 
the answer. They were being initiated into 
the "Alpha Sigma Chi'' sorority. Every 
second Sunday they met for an afternoon 
of chatting and recreation, and every now 
and again, when a special occasion pre-
sents itself, they throw a real "wing-ding." 
Some of Dave Cooke's friends gave a 
party for the ex-Walkervillite prior to his 
leaving for London where he became a 
navigator student with the R.C.A.F. 
-Joanne Naish 
Now we are going to turn our social calen-
dar back to May of '52 and the Military 
Ball-and what a Ball it was. The cadets 
and their ladies danced gaily in the beauti-
fully decorated gym. C.O. Donald Bates 
escorted M. Catherine Young, and among 
the many dancers were Bill McCormick and 
Barb McGregory, Barbara Whitehead and 
Stew Neely ('51 C.0.), Margaret Wilkinson 
and Doug Tait, and others. We are all look-
ing forward to another successful Military 
Ball this May. 
-Joanne Naish. 
TEA-DANCE 
Barbara Hoshal Chuck Crow Ian Paisley 
Beth McCracken Jamie Laird Mary Helen Small 
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Senior Prose 
First Prize 
THE CHESS SET 
There it lay! The chess-set! Paulo del 
Sarto devoured it with his eyes and longed 
with all his ten years to have it under his 
arm. It was just as good-yes, even better 
than the advertisement had said it would 
be. His nose flattened like an 'Indiarubber' 
ball against the show window and his brow 
wrinkled as he tried to read the sign be-
neath the set: "This set (reg. $2.50) will 
be given to the first boy (under 12) who 
can defeat in a regular chess game, Mr. 
Wm. Richards, president of the Y.M.C.A." 
Ah! As his father had said, it was a 
set for kings to play with. He would be 
the envy of all the boys of Cuba - he 
would be world-champion like the immor-
tal Capablanca. It would never do to play 
a world championship game on the rough 
set which his father had carved for him 
from the sugar-cane pitch. 
Filled with his dreams he forgot all 
about his shoe-shine stand in Stanyin 
Street . until the big Cathedral clock 
boomed nine. He sighed. There were al-
ready three boys waiting outside the door 
at the side, marked "contestants," and the 
store had not even opened yet. Could he 
forget his stand for just this morning? He 
woulu have to go without his noon-day 
meal-Yes. This morning he would try to 
win the chess set. 
Above the noise of the hurrying 
crowds Paulo heard the resonant Cathedral 
bell strike twelve. Twenty squabbling 
young urchins were behind him and some 
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in front of him. The boy directly in ~ront 
of him had been playing for two hours. 
"Pray God he doesn't win. He mustn't 
win. He is Artago del Mallabre, who lives 
in the red brick house. He always wins. 
He mustn't win now." 
The door opened. "Next?" said a man 
in a white jacket. He led P.aulo to a noisy 
cubby-hole above some kitchen, where a 
quiet old mari sat before a chess set. As 
they started to play, Paulo could hear the 
shrill, scolding voice of the Chinese chef 
above the sizzle of many frying pans. 
It seemed only natural to Paulo that 
he should win. That had been the least 
of his worries. After all had he not played 
chess with his father, who had played in 
New York? 
But to everyone else it was a tremen-
dous feat. "New Chess Prodigy Discover-
ecl ," read the headlines that night. But 
Paulo just beamed to his father : "Papa-
l won the chess-set!" 
-Mick Brown, 13A. 
Senior Prose 
Second Prize 
MEMENTO MORI 
AD VIVUM 
Debby looked up from her nosegay 
of pink and white, blue, green, and yellow 
ribbons, sighed, and slowly wriggled out 
of thos.e heavenly pink satin, too-tight, 
heeled pumps. The reheasal had been so 
much fun! Even that razor-lipped old 
Aunt Mary, who was taking Vonny's place, 
for superstition's sake, gave a rather shock-
ing, but nonetheless amusing version of 
Wagner's Bridal Chorus as she shuffled 
up the aisle on the arm of faithful Mandy. 
Mandy! Debby would never forget 
that rollicking truth or consequence game 
ten years ago-. 
"Mandy, Mandy - you didn't tell the 
truth", shrilled twelve-year-old Vonny. 
"Now you have to pay the consequences!" 
"But ah's too oh-beast to go through 
de mill", teased Mandy. 
"Hmm. I guess you are. Well - you'll 
have to give me away at my wedding re-
hearsal, then," decided the quick-witted 
Vonny, ~ mischievous twinkle 1n her blue 
eyes. 
"Weddin' rehearsal! My stars! What 
you chillun' gon' think 'bout next? Ah'm 
gon' go ice de cake fo' suppah now. Wed-
din' rehearsal, of all things!" 
That was ten years ago. Vonny was 
still playing with dolls. 
Breaking from her reverie, Debby 
started. Mandy had already paid her con-
sequences and now there was only a mat-
ter of eighteen hours till Vonny would be 
on a plane bound for some never-never 
land: Berm.uda, maybe. 
"And if I'm going to be a good little 
bridesmaid and have her suitcase packed, 
I'd better get busy," said Debby aloud, 
springing up. She smiled as she gingerly 
folded Vonny's blue peignoir, thinking 
how much her sister looked like their old 
"Sally" doll in this fluffy piece of cloud. 
Oh what a sad, happy, churning, exhilarat-
ing, pressing sensation it was to be about 
to become the only "Miss Richard" of 307 
Province. 
"Oh well - But I will miss those mid-
night pajama parties!" 
Packing finished, Debby carefully in-
spected all her bridesmaid trimmings for 
tomorrow, making sure no impudent 
smudge adorned her precious pumps or 
microscopic flecks of dust, her white vel-
vet prayer book. With "And the glory, 
forever, and ever. Amen." She was soon 
dozing. 
Maybe it was the culmination ot 
~.reeks of excitement, planning, and work-
ing that caused her to do more than doze. 
Maybe it was her strong affinity for her 
sister, but she lapsed only into fitful, alarm-
ing stupors all night. Finally, at five she 
roused herself. 
The pale yellow gleam of the Eastern 
horizon had not yet changed into the rosy 
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hues ol dawn when Debby knocked at 
Vonny's bedroom door with hot coffee. 
for Vonny that yellow would never turn 
rosy. There she was on the dressing table 
bench slumped over the grey mother-of-
pearl powder jar and vials of Chanel No. 5. 
Saturday's headlines read: 
"Wedding Guests Attend Funeral of 
Vivacious Bride-to-be, After Shocking 
Suicide". 
"Twenty-two year old Vonny Richard, 
charming Carol College graduate and 
popular piano virtuoso, died today after 
an overdose of sleeping tablets. Guests in-
vited to her three o'clock wedding attended 
her funeral services. No motive was appar-
ent and Miss Richard gave no indication 
of illness or unhappiness at the gay and 
festive rehearsal last night." 
Debby looked away from the glaring 
print to ·the blue-gray hills. Through a 
crevice in the slopes came a mocking glow 
of pink. How it seemed like her satin 
pumpsl 
-Helen Crispin, 13C 
Senior Prose First Prize 
BURROWING 
INTO THE CANYON 
Have you ever ridden a burro? On 
your trip to Grand Canyon don't miss 
this experience. 
\tVe awoke filled with excitement on 
that hot:, bright morning last summer. 
That was the day that we were going to 
Phantom Ranch. We hurriedly dressed 
and ate a hearty breakfast. Arriving at 
tbe head of Kathab Trail, we selected 
mounts - according to our weight - who 
were to be constant companions for the 
next three days. 
After we mounted, our stirrups were 
adjusted by the guide and we were off. 
We began to shiver and shake as we 
started downward, but our guide re-
assured us that many people had made 
this trip before us with no fatalities. To 
tell the truth, the mule was just as an-
xious as we were to arrive at the ranch 
safe and sound. 
About one thousand feet down, we 
rounded a bend and beheld Desert View 
Point, a resort, and the Watch Tower 
which is a recreation of the strange towers 
built centuries ago by the Southwestern 
Indians. From here, one is able to see mag-
SENIOR ART-lst PRIZE 
nificent views of the canyon. Down fur-
ther, we reached the plateau where we 
saw, above us, the very peaks that we had 
looked down on from the rim. At certain 
seasons, the plateau is radiant with red 
cactus blossoms. 
Just about then, I began to fidget un-
easily in the saddle. My back was begin-
ning to ache and the heat was oppressive, 
but there was no turning back. Neverthe-
less, as we rounded a turn we noticed a 
green patch on the bottom of Bright Angel 
Canyon across the river - Phantom Ranch. 
The trail zig-zagged back and forth 
on the face of the canyon until we entered 
a short tunnel. Emerging, we found our-
selves on a suspension bridge. We all pro-
ceeded across, eighty feet above the Color-
ado, swirling with rapids. We clopped 
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along parallel to the river for a while, and 
dismounted amongst big cottonwood trees 
at Phantom Ranch, deepest down canyon 
ranch in the world. This little settlement 
consists of a large dining-room, a swim-
ming pool and recreation lodge, and some 
cabins. 
We had a swim in the beautiful pool 
before dinner which could be served on 
a shelf if one preferred to stand! After the 
meal, we strolled back to the suspension 
bridge and watched the mighty Colorado 
rush past. Of everything we saw that day, 
the sunset was most spectacular. As the 
sun descended, tqe colours nearer the bot-
tom of the canyon melted into deep dark 
shadows. The golds and grays on the peaks 
changed into resplendent reds. We gazed 
at it in rapt wonder, unable to utter a 
word until it had faded. 
In the mo:r;:-.mg we left Phantom for 
Bright Angel Canyon. Cold, little Bright 
Angel Creek had to be forded three times 
before we reached Ribbon Falls. Around 
a curve and there it was! A stream of 
water gushing from a crack in the walls 
one hundred and seventy-five feet above! 
The water falls one hundred feet to an 
altar and pours seventy-five feet down the 
altar's sides. Green moss grows on its sides 
and at the bottom are a few natural ca-
verns. vVe crawled into some of the holes 
behind the falls and looked out through 
the silvery water. Did we get wet! Reluc-
tantly, we left this place an hour or so 
later. 
Back near Phantom, the guide showed 
us Phantom Creek and Canyon. One of 
the former attractions there, Shower Bath 
Falls, has been buried under tons of rock. 
At dawn, we began the long trek up. 
We :rossed the Colorado, rode alongside 
the nver past the rapids about a mile and 
entered .~right Angel Trail. We went up 
the Devils Corkscrew, past the figure "5" 
and reached the Indian Gardens. Here 
we all stopped for a drink of water. Back 
on the trail, we suddenly stopped winding 
and started straight up! I shall never for-
get. the journey up ever J acob's Ladder 
wluch was a series of hairpin turns. 
All at once, the air became cooler 
and we felt a slight breeze WP could see 
th.e pine trees percred on the edge of the 
cliff and knew we were back on the rim. 
The next day, although we ached 
badly and in peculiar places, I \'owed 
that I. wou~d return some day to make 
that trip agam. It's worth it! 
-Janet Turner, 13B. 
Junior Prose 
First Prize 
THEY SING 
THEY DANCE 
The voice blared across the colour-
ful crowd and said, "Come closer. ladies 
and gentlemen, and see the greate;t medi-
cal marvel of the universe! The Siamese 
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twins, joined head to head! They sing! 
They talk! They dance! Three-year old 
Yvonne and Yvette are the sweetest little 
bundle of joy from Heaven! Step right 
up and get your tickets here ... " 
We were full of anticipation as I 
grabbed my sister's hand. Hurrying across 
to the tent, we bought our tickets and 
joined the long line of excited people. 
The piercing vpice blared on, and the 
words, "They ~ing! They talk! They 
dance!" rang in our ears. We pictured one 
pair of legs holding up two bodies. How 
would they balance? What songs would 
they sing? This sounded incredible! 
It seemed an eternity before we en-
tered the tent. There were still yards to 
go! I felt my sister's fingers tighten around 
mine, and saw her eyes gleam with what 
must have been visions like mine. How 
long would it take? 
At last the edge of the curtain was 
right beside us. Just one more second, 
:rnd we would be there! My heart pounded 
111 my ears. One more step, and the vision 
would be ours! That step at last we took. 
Vlaving rattles in their tiny hands, 
two little negro girls lay on a pink blan-
ket. A weary nurse sat beside them, try-
ing in vain to arouse interest and to stir 
them into some activity. Thin little brown 
legs moved feebly against the blanket. A 
stern v01ce said, "Move along there, move 
a long," and the tent was behind us. 
My sister's eyes met mine. "Never 
again," we vowed, and our steps were 
slow as we continued on dbwn the mid-
way. rever again would we be fooled like 
that. 
The sun had lost its brightness, and 
the midway seemed to have lost its appeal. 
What was that? The turtle girl? 
.. She lives! She crawls! She talks! 
Found in the jungles of Africa, she was 
raised by a turtle until the age of five! 
This is the most fascinating creature of 
.-i 11 times, and ..... " 
"That sounds good! Let's go," I said. 
My sister's hand grabbed mine, and away 
we went! 
-Maureen Burr, 9A. 
SENIOR ART-2nd PRIZE 
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Junior Prose Second Prize 
THE MOUN'T AIN 
Up it towered, lofty and majestic, su-
preme and forboding, the unconquered. 
Men had climbed up it, but none had 
ever come down, and some even believed 
there was a curse on the mountain, cast-
ing a spell of doom to those who were 
foolish enough to dispute its supremacy. 
Buck Peterson gazed at the mountain 
and felt his blood stir within him. That 
mountain issued a challenge to him. As 
a boy he had watched his father disappear 
into its heights, never to return. Nobody 
knew what had happened w him, but 
then a lot could happen to a mountain 
climber. One slip, one miscalculation, 
meant a drop that meant certain death, 
and with the deep ravines and mighty 
glaciers, few bodies were ever found. Now 
Peterson also had accepted the .silent chal-
lenge of the mountain, and was now mak-
ing his childhood dream, the dream of 
conquering that mountain, come true. 
He had wanted a party of five men, 
but only two men dared go with him. One 
was an experienced mountain climber 
named Ed; the other was a small dark 
man with greedy-looking eyes, named 
Luke, a man who would do almost any-
thing for money, but had never before 
experienced mountain climbing. 
The three men started off one sun-
lit morning in mid-summer. By evening, 
with fairly easy going, they reached the 
edge of the timber-line. After that, the 
going became harder - and more treacli.-
erous. Up they climbed, up almost verti-
cal cliffs, over seemingly bottomless re-
" ines, camping where night found them, 
pushing on at daybreak. 
The cold was ihtense. Everything 
was coated with a thin layer of ice, mak-
ing everything dangerously slippery. By 
means of ropes and hatchets, they were 
able to pull themselves up, and chop 
holds into the ice. Again and again, one 
of them would slip, saved only by the 
one-inch rope around his waist, from a 
five-thousand-foot drop. 
On their fifth day of climbing, they 
encountered a sheer wall of rock and ice, 
a seemingly impassable barrier, barring 
their way. Out from it extended a narrow 
ledge, and after that ledge, there was 
space. Ed, after edging his way along the 
ledge, found a narrow and steep path up 
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the side. He climbed up ahead of the 
others, intending to pass them a rope, 
once he got up - if he got up. He had 
almost succeeded in making the top, when 
his foot slipped. This time he had no rope. 
With a hoarse cry, he hurtled down into 
the sickening space below. 
Buck watched him fall until his body 
was out of sight. then set his teeth grimly 
and turned back to the wall. They were 
three-quarters of the way up, and he was 
not going back now. The two men pushed 
on up the wall. 
By the aid of :ropes, and by hammer-
ing spikes into the ice, they were able to 
scale the wall. That night they camped 
on top of the ledge under a huge rock. 
When Buck woke up next morning, Luke 
was gone. He had taken some supplies, 
his pack and hatchet, and deserted. T he 
mountain had proved too much for him. 
Also, one man's death had struck fear into 
his heart; not the man's death so much, 
but the manner in which he had died. 
But Peterson kept on. He would not 
give up while there remained a breath 
of life in his body. He was so close to hav-
ing his life's ambition fulfilled that he 
realized only one thing - that he was 
near the top, and he was going to reach 
the top. 
Then, there it was. Only about five 
hundred feet 1nore up the slippery slope 
and he would be at the top, he would 
have conquered the mountain. Blinded 
by these thoughts, he failed to see the 
thin layer of scale ice, that marked the 
edge of the snowbank. Instead he rushed 
forward madl;y, crazed wtith exultation.. 
Suddenly he felt his knees sinking, and 
desperately he hurled himself forward, 
but again the ice broke, and he rolled 
towards the edge. A feeling of despair 
and fear crept over him. At the edge, he 
tried again in vain to stop himself from 
his death-slide, then took a last look at 
the peak of the mountain, and plunged 
down towards earth, 15,000 feet below. 
The silence was shattered for a moment 
by his terrified, ear-piercing scream, which 
grew fainter and then died out, as his body 
disappeared from view. Once again the 
in tense silence returned. 
A glove and a torn pack was all that 
remained of Buck Peterson and his 
struggle with the mountain. The moun-
tain still ruled, majestic, supreme and un-
conquered. -Harry Liebing, JOE. 
SENIOR ART-3rd PRIZE 
BING CHAN 
A HAUNTED MANSION 
The old mansion, which had been 
neglected for many years, looked weird 
and frightening on this certain gloomy 
night. The gate, at the bottom of th_e 
equally neglected garden, creaked as 1t 
swung back and forth in the wind on its 
rather rusty hinges, making a ghostly 
sound. The oak tree, which was as ancient 
as the house, cast eerie shadows over the 
ivy-covered walls as it bent back and forth 
and a cricket joined the unpleasant chorus. 
Through the gate came a young 
couple. The girl, who looked frightened, 
dung to her companion's arm, a young 
man who appeared to be her husband. 
They had come to look over the mansion 
as they were in search of a place to live. 
The girl suddenly whispered: 
"Pete! Let's go back, this place gives 
me the creeps!" Then, "What's that?" 
"What?" 
"That white thing that floated past 
the top window." 
"You're imagining things." 
'Tm not. I saw it distinctly," Peggy 
insisted. 
"Well, if it'll make you feel better, 
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I'll go in and investigate. Stay here." 
"Oh no you don't! I'm coming, too," 
she said, following her husband, who was 
making a bee-line for the front door of 
the mansion. He touched the door and it 
swung silently open. The couple stared 
and the girl clung tighter to her husband's 
arm. Entering, the man studied the door. 
After a minute he began to laugh and 
turning to Peggy, said: 
"Must have been the wind. Remem-
ber when we entered there was quite a 
gust. Also the hinges have been oiled." 
"Who oiled them, though?" Peggy 
questioned. 
"Don't know, could have been one of 
the villagers for some reason or other. 
Come on, don't let a thing like that bother 
you." Torch in hand, they climbed the 
rickety stairs. When they reached the top 
they were confronted by a long narrow 
passage with several rooms leading otf to 
--where? They opened this door, then 
that, but saw nothing but cold, dirty, bare 
rooms. When they came to the last door, 
the young man turned the knob but noth-
ing happened. 
Pete threw his broad shoulders against 
the heavy oak door. After a fourth try he 
gave up in despair, exhausted. Peggy, who 
had been hunting around in the dark 
corners with the torch, gave an excited 
shout, sending eerie echoes all over the 
house. She held triumphantly in her now 
grimy fingers a rusty old key. Pete seized 
it and pushed it into the lock. After turn-
ing the key round a few times the door 
creaked open. Taking the torch from Peg-
gy, he shone it into the dark room, casting 
ghostly shadows around. Then Peggy let 
out a blood-curdling scream. Pete jumped, 
then after looking around to see what had 
scared his wife, laughed and pointed to a 
beam above her head. Hanging to the 
beam upside down was a bat and as Peggy 
passed, her hair caught in the bat's wings 
and tugged. Pete began to wander around 
again. After a moment's silence: 
"Here's your ghost, Peggy old girl," 
he said, holding out a dilapidated, dirty 
white curtain, which from age had fallen 
from the window at the time Peggy had 
looked up outside. 
The couple had much to tell their 
friends the next day, but they decided they 
woul<l rather not own the Haunted Man-
sion. -Honor Watson, 9F. 
Senior Poetry 
BEYOND 
THE SUNSET 
Should you go first and I remain 
To walk the road alone, 
First Prize 
I'll ·live in memory's garden dear 
V\Tith happy days we've known. 
In spring I'll watch for roses red 
When fades the lilac blue; 
In early fall, when leaves call, 
I'll catch a glimpse of you. 
Should you go first and I remain 
For battles to be fought, 
Each thing you've touched along the way 
Will be a hallowed spot. 
I'll hear your voice, I'll see your smile, 
Though blindly by I may grope; 
The memory of your helping hand 
Will buoy me on with hope. 
Should you go first and I remain 
To finish with the scroll, 
No lengthening shadows shall creep in 
To make this life seem dull. 
We've known so much of happiness, 
We've had our cries and joy; 
And memory is one gift of God 
That death cannot destroy. 
Should you go first and I remain 
0!1e thing I'd have you do; 
w ·alk slowly down that long lone path 
For soon I'll foJlow you. 
I'll want to know each step you take 
That I may walk the same; 
For some day down that lonely road 
You'll hear me call your name. 
-Edward O'Neil, 13B. 
Senior Poetry 
Second Prize 
MEDITATION 
Throughout the clamour of the day, 
I sit alone, meditating, · 
And unheeding what people.say. 
My mind seems to encompass eternity. 
Then I return, still troubled. 
The world around me seems so strange. 
It is as though I've been away 
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F'or days, months, years -
Who knows the length of eternity? 
As long as men have fears 
Men are always afraid of the unknown, 
And tomorrow is known to God alone. 
-Gayle Cray, llA. 
Senior Poetry 
Third Prize 
NOCTURNE 
As darkness floods the pasture 
With night so close at hand, 
The tiny stars glimmer 
And the moon casts a shimmer 
On the river that passes the land. 
The purple hills grow e'en darker 
And the river serves as a marker 
To anyone who passes in the night. 
The wispy clouds try with all their feeble 
might 
·· To hide the moon, whose distant light 
Brightens the stormy height. 
The wind sighs and moans in the elms. 
A coyote bays the moon 
Who sails, unheeding, across the twink-
ling realms. 
A nightingale sings of his love 
While his mate listens from a branch 
above. 
-Gayle Gray, llA. 
Junior Poetry 
First Prize 
WINTER DAYS 
Winter time is here once more -
With drifts of snow at every door. 
The children laugh and play with glee, 
When old Jack Frost again they see. 
The north wind blows icy and cold; 
But the sun tries hard to break his hold, 
The snow piles up by the garden wall, 
And a blanket of white is over all. 
The ice on the pond like a piece of glass 
Reflects the skaters as they pass. 
The sleigh bells ring with a joyful sound, 
As the Christmas season rolls around. 
-Doreen Robinson, 9F. 
Junior Poetry 
Second Prize 
THE BIRDS 
The birds bring joy to everyone, 
They sing from the rise to the set of the 
sun 
They soar o'er the land with a graceful 
wing 
And master the skies as if they were king. 
In summer they chirp for the rain's cool 
splash, 
And fly south to escape the winter's raw 
lash: 
vVho fly to my window to wake me at 
dawn 
And as soon as they leave my joy is gone. 
-Hope Carr, 9F. 
Junior Poetry 
Third Prize 
THE FIRST SNOW 
The very first snow is a beautiful thing, 
It makes us want to laugh and sing, 
You wake in the morn and look out to 
The beautiful picture that nature drew. 
The boughs of the trees are laden with 
snow, 
They were once so high, but now they 
hang low, 
Outlined in white the houses stand, 
A beautiful sight by nature's hand. 
The children arise very early today, 
To bundle up warm and run out and play. 
In this beautiful God-given world of 
white 
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JUNIOR ART-ls+ PRIZE 
You ought to have a snowball fight. 
The day is over, all nature sleeps, 
Across the sky the silver moon creeps, 
While on the ground the snow does lie 
A beautiful blanket from nature's sky. 
Trudy Docherty, 9 F. 
GRADUATES! 
When you attend University 
be sure to ask for the option with the 
ARMOURED CORPS 
IN C.O.T.C 
and later on serve with 
THE WINDSOR REGIMENT 
(22nd RECCE R) R.C.A.C. 
The Armouries • Windsor 
With 
the 
Best 
Wishes 
of 
S. J. STODGELL 
& COMPANY 
•• 
Canada Building 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
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SMEE TON'S 
Walkerville's Little Department Store 
Hosiery 
Gloves 
Lingerie 
Linens 
Yard Goods 
Draperies 
Knitting Yarns 
Baby Department 
Curtains 
Towels 
Bedding 
Rustcraft Cards 
Your Friendly Store 
JOHN SMEETON 
1565 Wyandotte St. East 
Opposit~ Tivoli Theatre 
HEATING - - - COOLING 
AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT 
THANE COMPANY OF 
CANADA 
52 Chatham St. W. Windsor, Ontario 
W.R. TOTTEN, District Mgr. 

THE ESSEX SCOTTISH REGIMENT 
is proud of its affiliation with the 
W ALl(ERVILLE CADET CORPS 
Why not continue your cadet training as 
a member of this famous kilted regiment? 
-~-
Sun1mer Camps, week-ends on the ranges, sports-ai.d an 
opportunity to learn how to de£ end your country should the 
need arise. 
Summer Camp at Niagara-on-the-Lake - July 19-25 
~-
Drop Down to the Essex Scottish Orderly Room any Tuesday 
or Friday evening between 8 - 10 p.m. - for full particulars. 
It's 
bartlet macdonald & gow limited 
for 
clothes 
that 
go to the 
head of the class 
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COMPLIMENTS OF 
MARVIN'S 
DRY GOODS LTD. 
1686 - 94 OTTAWA STREET 
Cor Windermere 
Tel. 3-4296 - - Windsor, Ont. 
CADETS 
Discipline, responsibility, and co-
operation are essential to any successful 
man. These things we learn in the home, 
in school, and on the playing field. But 
in a school cadet corps, . they become the 
rules by which we must live. 
To be a member of such an organi-
zation, to face the discipline which is re-
quired for leadership, to cope with the 
responsibilities it entails, and to realize 
the co-operation which others so readily 
offer is to gain some of the greatest ex-
periences High School has to offer. 
To the instructors, officers, and ca-
dets who assisted so willingly in carrying 
on the cadet functions, I wish to express 
my deepest gratitude. Without their sup-
port, a cadet corps such as Walkerville's 
would have been impossible to maintain. 
Our corps has a colourful background, 
steeped in tradition, and famous for its 
excellence. With your support, Lt. Col. 
Ridout will undoubtedly uphold the unit's 
famous record of precision, smartness, and 
proficiency. 
To those who now carry on in this 
corps, I might say, "Live not upon its tra-
dition - but add to it". And ever keep in 
mind the Cadet Motto, "As the maple, so 
the sapling". 
Yours sincerely, 
Don Bates. 
The inspection - climax of all cadet 
work for the year - was held at Wigle 
Park. Unfortunately the weather was bad: 
but, undaunted, the corps paraded with 
swinging kilts and blaring bugles smartly 
down Erie Street to the park. Due to the 
poor weather, part of the evening's pro-
gram was omitted. 
CADET LT. - COL. JON RIDEOUT 
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OFFICER'S PICTURE 
Back Row:-C. Punchard, J. Lawton, R. Robbins, G. Thompson, M. Cochrane, J. Donaldson, S. 
llczuk. 
Middle Row:-J. Cray, D. McGee, B. Dupuis, B. Mitchell, J. Hancoclc, S. Hodkinson, A. Boutin, 
G. Henderson. 
Front Row:-B. Douglas, M. Prokopchuk, S. Ilk, J. Rideout ( O.C.), V. J. Parker ( 2.1.C.), D. 
Young, B. Paris. 
CADET NEWS 
One of the highlights of the evening 
was the thrilling display put on by the 
pipe band, trained by Pipe Major "Jock,. 
Copeland of the Essex Scottish. Much 
praise is due to this band which has de-
veloped into the best pipe band Walker-
ville has ever seen. Also piper Bob Mc-
Phail piped memorably at the Military 
Ball a week later. Credit is due also to 
the bugle band under Cadet Lt. Harry 
Daniel. The buglers and drummers prac-
tised daily, and as a result put on a very 
fine performance at the inspection. 
Maybe it was damp, but spirits were 
not dampened in the least-only whetted. 
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The colour party, under Cadet Capt. Vic-
tor J. Parker, put on a fine showing. The 
efforts for the sham battle were thwarted, 
but the six-pounder crew, trained by the 
Essex Scottish, put on a noisy but com-
mendable demonstration. The unfavour-
able weather also hampered the companies 
from doing their best to gain some of the 
coveted trophies. The best company was 
C Company under Cadet Maj. George 
Micklea. The best platoon was No. I pla-
toon of A Company under Cadet Lt. Jerry 
Hogan. RSM Spence Hodkinson won the 
Bryn Davies Memorial Trophy for being 
the most outstanding cadet on parade. 
Headquarters Company under Cadet 
Maj. Jim McLauchlan put on a fine 
demonstration. The signallers, led by Ca-
det Lt. Doug Young, put on a show of the 
use of the Mark 19 and 58 sets along with 
a set-up of field telephones. At the same 
time, the First Aiders, led by Cadet Lt. 
Stephen Ilk, put on a display involving 
stretcher procedure, bandages, and care 
for the sick. 
No Moyer Cup Team was entered 
last year, but the cadets forged ahead in 
their code work. Six candidates tried their 
elementary tests. The five passing with 
high standing were Jack Anderson, Morley 
Ashton. Douglas Bell, Brian Scott, and 
David Tickell. Eric Gengenbach succeeded 
in the specialist examinations winning the 
cash award. 
The First Aid Corps forged ahead 
also. Trying for the St. John's Ambulance 
Certificates, our boys won four seniors, 
three vouchers, nine juniors, and six me-
dallions. The medallion is the highest 
award, being won this year by John At-
kinson, Andy Hreno, Stephen Ilk, Robert 
Linton, Alfred Pargelen, and Bob Sale. 
A score of our cadets attended the 
army cadet camp at Ipperwash this last 
year. Thirteen entered the Senior Leaders 
Course, six in the M.T. division, and two 
in signals. Jerry Hogan was officer com-
ina nding of "Charlie" Company, infantry. 
Competition is becoming stiffer in 
the rifle competitions but our boys, under 
the expert guidance of Mr. C. T. Bunt, 
shot their way to a high standard. Our 
team placed second in the Windsor Rifle 
and Revolver Club shoot with 91.9%, the 
best shot being Spence Hodkinson with 
95%; sixth in the Dominion of Canada 
Rifle Association shoot with 95.25%; and 
eighth in the R.M.C. competition with 
96.3% , John Smeeton having a high score 
of 99% . In the Province- of Ontario shoot, 
the team had 95.8%, with Frank Easby 
having top score 99%. In the O.R.A. shoot, 
the team shot with an average of 94.37%. 
The best senior shot in the school was 
.John Smeeton with 96.6%, and the best 
junior shot was Stuart Laird with 92%. 
This past year also saw many cadets quali-
fy for their recreational targets to obtain 
the coveted badges. 
This year, the corps is under the com-
mand of Lt. Col. Jon Rideout, who pro-
mises to be a most able C.O. The officers 
and NCO's have been parading since early 
January, working hard to whip the corps 
into perfect shape for the inspection. Our 
RIFLE TEAM 
Back Row:-B. Brewer, F. Mills, G. Stecko, B. McPhail, Mr. C. T. Bunt (Instructor), N. Vincent, 
W. Yankovitch, S. Hodkinson, F. Easby, V. Cameron. 
Front Row:-G. Wintermute, E. Rock, K. Robinson, C. Fairthorne, C. Crow, B. Robinson. 
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DRUM & BUGLE BAND 
Back Row:-B. Stoyka, A. MacPherson, R. Bolton, M. Cleminson, J. Kos, A. Mneznek. 
Centre Row:-J. Kenny, D. Kle'gg, I<.. Israel, B. Evans, 0. Doole, G. Nixon, D. Quirk, D. Miller, 
B. Hockey. 
Front Row:-B. Adley, K. Robinson, L. Viveash, B. Day, D. Wallen, F. Easby, C. Baker, B. Ross, 
G. Corchis. 
Absent:-E. Agnew, B. Vlan1ch, B. Zak, E. O'Neil. 
bands will undoubtedly put on an even 
finer display than last year. 
The corps is greatly indebted to the 
Essex Scottish for their generous help. We 
are proud to be affiliated with this famous 
unit. On behalf of the corps, I wish to ex-
tend thanks to our cadet instruttors and 
teachers for their valuable time and effort 
which they have expended in aiding our 
corps maintain its high standing. 
-Victor J. Parker. 
PtPE BAND 
Back Row:-Bill Rose, Arnold Hawkins, Jim Arend, Bob MaeMi11an, George Stecko, Murray 
Dresser, Bob McPhail. 
Front Row:-Garry Gale, Wesley Watson, Ted Bale (Drum Major), Jack Ord (Pipe Major), 
Pipe Major J. C. Copland (Instructor), Mick Brown (Pipe Sergeant), Garnet Ryan. 
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COMMERCIAL II GRADUATES 
I. After-school Activities 
2. Favourite Saying 
3. Ambition 
4. Weakness 
SHIRLEY AMY 
I. Rushing to Lincoln to get the Erie bus. 2. Doesn't 
say much. 3. To be a quiet obedient secretary. 4. Why 
not ask her? 
JOYCE BAILEY 
I. Holding up the first floor wall. 2. "Oh, fish!" 
3. Powers' model. 4. Anything male in uniform. 
BONNIE BELANGER 
I. Trying t.o catch the Erie bus. 2. "What's this 
name?" 3. To get out of school. 4. A certain John 
Doe. 
PAULINE BOGUCKI 
I. Running for the 3.46 bus. 2. "Oh, George!" 3. To 
raise little Georges. 4. Falling .in love. 
SHIRLEY BROOKS 
I. Coke? at La Paloma. 2. "Copasee, eh How!" 
3. Housewife to R. H. 4. Mounted Policemen. 
IRENE BUCHINSKY 
I. Dancing and Painting. 2. "Did anyone call me to-
night?" 3. Mental nurse. 4. Eating. 
IRENE FORBES 
I. Choir, Casa Loma and Durocher's. 2. "Thank God 
for small mercies!" 3. To meet the right one 'hand-
some, wealthy). 4. Someone Special. 
EVA GRAHAM 
I. Long telephone conversations. 2. "I beg to differ". 
3. Sergeant's wife. 4. Grade 13 boys. 
JOAN GRESTY 
I. Waiting for that "certain" call. 2. "Hey Donna, 
help me!" 3. Come what may. 4. Electricians. 
DONNA KOVARBASICH 
I. Dreaming of the right one. 2. "Hey Joan, what'II I 
do?" 3. To meet the right one. 4. Tall, dark, and 
handsome men. 
KRISTIN LARSON 
I. Walking home with a certain goalie. 2. "Den-
cut it out." 3. For Dennis to get a shut-out. 4. Three 
guesses. 
HELEN LASHYN 
I. Walking home with R. C. 2. "Oh, nuts". 3. To 
read her· shorthand. 4. A tall dark boy with a blue 
Ford. 
MARION LAURIE 
I. Sitting by the telephone. 2. "Oh yea". 3. To buy 
a car. 
JOAN LIEBING 
I. Trying to get the four o'clock bus. 2. "Joanne, 
don't be such a pest!" 3. To get an exciting job at 
$60 per week. 4. Men in Indiana and Leamington. 
MARY ELLEN LOUGHEED 
I. Gotta go skating. 2. "Oh-I'm so beat". 3. A 
second Barbara Ann Scott. 4. $65 skates ( did I hear 
right?). 
KAY McBRIDE 
I. Toothpick and water at the Lap? 2. "Oh Yea-nice 
Copasee". 3. To live in the city and work for a mil-
lionaire. 4. Lonesome boys! 
MARIE GEE 
I. La Paloma. 2. "Doo-een doll". 3. Secretary for 
F. E. 4. Boys in kilts. 
MARILYN MILLER 
I. Basketball, Volleyball, Agora. 2. "What's with it?" 
3. To coach the Globe Trotters. 4. The Detroit Lions' 
football team. 
GRADE 13C GRADU.A..TES 
I. After-school Activities 
2. Favourite Saying 
3. Ambition 
4. Weakness 
RUTH HOGAN 
I. Christian Fellowship; Baby Sitting? 2. "I can't 
wait till the week-end." 3. To train in Toronto. 
4. Writing letters, and Zoology notes. 
MILLY MALAVSKY 
I. Blue and White; Letters; Basketball. 2. "But why 
can't you drop Algebra and start Latin in the middle 
of the year?" 3. To teach Physical Education at Var-
sity. 4. Football players, she says. 
DONNA URIE 
I. Agora; Operetta. 2. "John-did you get the first 
question?" 3. Unsuitable to be printed-Teacher, 
maybe? 4 . Chlorophyll note-pa per. · 
HELEN CRISPIN 
I. Birk's best employee! 2. "Who's going swimming?" 
3. Private Secretary to a Western grad. 4. Purple 
Patches and Huron College. 
JOHN ATKINSON 
I . Head boy, Agora. 2. "Come into da woods!" 3. To 
carve a cadaver. 4 . The woods. 
PAUL COLE 
I. Cadets, Blue and White, Old Hagging. 2. "Where 
is the Old Hag?" 3. To raise five Old Hags. 4. The 
Old Hag. 
ANDRE BOUTIN 
I. Cadet officer. 2. "Sacristi ! Don't worry about it!" 
3. To graduate from Osgoode Hall. 4. Giving French 
dictation. 
DAVID BURGE 
I. Cadets, Orchestra . 2. "I don't understand that, 
Sir." 3. To be admitted to the BarC?) 4. Early morn-
ing classes with Mr . Burr. 
BOB HUGGETT 
I. Who knows? 2. "She's cute." 3. Engineer. 4. Blue 
eyes. 
BILL MILLER 
I. B.A.A., Blue and White. 2. "Hey, boy!" 3. To be 
water boy for the Detroit Lions. 4. Knees that do 
tricks. 
KEN PALMER 
I . Hockey. 2. "Am I late?" 3. To own all the paper 
routes in East Windsor. 4. Making the three-minute 
bell for Mr. Lowden. 
BOB RIDDELL 
I. He's the quiet type. 2. "Sh-h-h-h." 3. To wash 
est-tubes for Mr. Swanson. 4. Solitude. 
RANCE SMEETON 
I. Basketball, keeping the halls clear of junior women. 
2. "I wonder where she left th,.m today?" 3. Teaching 
law to women at Osgoode. 4. Robbing the cradle. 
FRANK STUHLMUELLER 
I. Al's partner, bouncer, goal judge. 2. "Co-operate 
A-1." 3. D. D.S. 4. Noon hour. 
ED AGNEW 
I. Sports and music. 2. "Cheaper by the dozen." 
3. To raise a football team. 4. B. 0. (without Life-
buoy). 
GRADE 13A GRADUATES 
I. After-school Activities 
2. Favourite Saying 
3. Ambition 
4. Weakness 
KAY BINNING 
I. Head girl, Agora, walking with Nicky (? l 2. "I 
hear the internes are really handsome." 3. To make 
sick people sicker. 4. Pear-shaped toes. 
BETTY LOU BRIDGE 
I. Swimming. 2. "Are you going swimming tonight?" 
3. Two months in Paris. 4. An amorous French boy in 
a lonely chateau. 
KATHY CHISTOFF 
I. Agora, Dramatic Society. 2. "I've got news for 
you!" 3. To stop blushing. 4. Oscillating between 
back and front seats in Miss Tunk's room. 
MARY ANNE COYLE 
I. Swimming, practising the Can-Can. 2. "I'm the 
second one from the right end." 3. To get Jim to do 
his homework. 4. Bangs. 
LORAINE LOGAN 
I. Blue and White, Swimming. 2. "Gee, is he ever 
mad!" 3. To board with Dorothy at Victoria. 4. Doug!! 
PAT MacKEEN 
I. President of G.A.A., Basketball, Agora, Crumbing 
around. 2. "Where is the Crumb?" 3. To raise five 
Crumbs. 4. The Crumb. 
MARIANNE MEASURES 
I. Blue and White. 2. "Shut up, Myra!" 3. Painting 
the clouds with sunshine. 4. Summers in Haliburton. 
MYRA MEASURES 
I. Editor of Blue and White, Agora, Debating Club. 
2. "I'm not REALLY boy crazy!" 3. To get to "no" the 
other post-grads better. 4. One-girl geometry classes. 
JOANNE NAISH 
I. Blue and White. 2. "Physics used to be my best 
subject." 3. The mad chemist. 4. Double-dip sundaes. 
ANN TORIGIAN 
I. Blue and White, Basketball, Track. 2. "Gee, you're 
stupid!" 3. To be slim, sweet, and stunning. 4. 7:30 
phone calls from K. C. 
KATHY TOTTEN 
I. G.A.A., Dramatic Society. 2. ( on entering Spanish) 
"Did we have any Spanish homework today?" 3. To 
finish her lunch before one o'clock. 4. Playing bridge 
with a certain guy. 
BETTY GEORGE 
I. Swimming. 2. "Sleep, sleep, give me more sleep." 
3. Another Florence Nightingale. 4. Summers at Lake 
St. Clair. 
DOROTHY LANG 
I. Blue and White, Dramatic Society. 2. "Heard any-
thing from Victoria yet?" 3. To carry bed pans with-
out spilling them. 4. Diets. 
JIM WELLINGTON 
I. Basketball. 2. "Did I tell you about New Year's 
Eve?" 3. Getting "hot pegs" for a weiner roast. 
4. Quiet, intellectual women. 
KEITH MacLEOD 
I. Basketball, loitering by girls' dressing room. 2. 
"Wow! A blue one today!" 3. To give away bigger 
and better T-shirts. 4. Sweaters. 
BOB DAY 
I. Soccer. 2. "When she's thirteen I'll take her out." 
3. To learn to play ping-pong. 4. Eyes. 
BOB DUPUIS 
I. Cadet Officer. 2. "I made an honest effort but I 
didn't get that one." 3. To marry Mary. 4. M. L. S. 
PETER SAMPSON 
I. Extra classes and keeping track of D'Arcy. 2. "Eh, ' 
pardon?" 3. To pass Physics. 4. His "yes. 
GRADE 13.ll GRADUATES 
I. After-school Activities 
2. Favourite Saying 
3. Ambition 
4. Weakness 
CHARLES PINNEGAR 
· I. Basketball, Track, Football. 2. "It's fhis way, Mr. 
Lowden." 3. To get a splinter. 4. Sitting on the bench. 
VICTOR PARKER 
I. Cadet Officer, Agora, Blue and White. 2. "I flunk-
ed that one for sure." 3. To outbid his partner in 
hearts. 4. The letter "K". 
ANDY HRENO 
I. Football, Operetta. 2. "That's for the birds." 3. To 
reform Bill Paris. 4. Literature. 
ALEX BURNS 
I. Go:ng home, sleeping. 2. "Alright, youse guys!" 
3. To spread typhoid. 4. Arthur Murray's wife. 
BILL WADDELL 
I. Avoiding girls. 2. "Darn it all, anyway!" 3. To 
sterilize soggy reefers. 4. Potassium nitrate. 
D'ARCY McGEE 
I. Cadet Officer: tossing pennies in the back hall. 
2. "Hmmm!" 3. To play with "the boys." 4. Girls in 
the lower forms. 
JIM STANLEY 
I. Tennis, Operetta, B.A.A. 2. "Gosh, she's got to be 
home by one." 3. To sell oil for squeaky shoes. 
4. Bow ties. 
RALPH MENNELL 
I. Getting to K.C.I. by 3:50 to meet M. 0. 2. "I'll 
have to ask my wife." 3. To finish Queens and then 
who knows? 4. A K.C.I. student. 
, ALFRED PARGELEN 
I. Football, Volleyball. 2. "Routine petit chien dans 
la coin." 3. To operate Lowden's casino. 4. Tall glass 
with a big head. 
PAUL MILOS 
I. Taking graft at Dominion. 2. "She's got some 
points." 3. To throw bigger, better parties. 4. Wine, 
women, wine. 
LAWSON MATTATALL 
I. Soccer. 2. "Potlickers". 3. To draw compensation 
from Canada Bread. 4. The way Steve racks up the 
balls. 
NICK BROWN 
I. Agora, Pipe Band. 2. "Where's your sch ,Jol spirit?" 
3. To follow his father into the girls' washroom. 4. He 
has none. 
JACK ORD 
I. Pipe Band, Chess Club. 2. "Hmm, interesting, eh 
Mick?" 3. To be "chest" champion. 
DICK MclNTYRE 
I. Dancing lessons at Arthur Murray's. 2. "Uh, er ... 
Uh." 3. To beat her 3 straight. 4. Blonde rhumba 
teachers. 
WILFRED BEEDLE 
I. Soccer, track. 2. "I could have slept at Jessie's". 
3. To get to school on time. 4. Getting haircuts. 
MAURICE POUGNET 
I. Football, Blue and White Advertising. 2. "I'll get 
in condition next year." 3. Has he any? 4. The front 
row at the Gayety. 
STEVE ILK 
I. Cadet Officer, Football (? l, Studying, Operetta. 
2. "What are the boys doing tonight?" 3. To run the 
right way in a football game. 4. Low lights and 
moody music. 
JIM COYLE 
I. Driving one-handed. 2. "It was the other guy's 
fault." 3. Walkerville 53-54. Plaster cast. 
/ 
GR.i\DE 13B GRADUATES 
I. After-school Activities 
2. Favourite Saying 
3. Ambition 
4. Weakness 
JEAN AWDE 
I. Blue and White. 2. "I'm Sorry!" 3. Un professeur, 
peut-etre?" 4. School hockey player. 
MARILYN BUTCHER 
I. Blue and White, skating. 2. "We lost another game 
last night." 3. To pass Latin grammar. 4. Goalie for 
Edmonton Flyers. 
VERONICA MICKLEA 
I. Who know\? 2. "Has anyone got her Latin correc-
tions done?" 3. To arrive at school ten minutes before 
the bell. 4. Cycling without a licence. 
BILLIE JANE MOFFAT 
I. Operetta, School Choir. 2. "Hey, kids, I got a let-
ter!" 3. Metropolitan Opera. 4. Twenty-six page let-
ters to? 
MARGARET THOMPSON 
I. Agora, swimming. 2. "Don't laugh when you say 
that!" 3. To meet a normal male at Normal School. 
4. Monitoring the Friday night Basketball games. 
MARIAN THOMPSON 
I. Waiting for "the girls". 2. "Anything but blueberry-
pie that is!" 3. To reach the level of her future 
Grade two class. 4. Male distractions in Latin. 
JANET TURNER 
I. It's a mystery! 2. "Was he there last night?" 3. To 
laugh without snorting. 4. Third period every morning. 
MARY VAVASOUR 
I. Homework a nd Assumption class parties. 2. "Did 
you get your Geometry last night?" 3. To play bas-
ketball for Assumption Senior boys. 4. He's in Korea 
right now. 
PAT WOODRUFF 
I. G.A.A., basketball, volleyball. 2. "I'm pretty good 
at raising v.iolets." 3. A married school marm. 4. She 
wouldn't say who. 
DOUG BROOKS 
I. Homework. 2. "Got your homework done?" 3. To 
Graduate from W.C.I. just once. 4. Girls at the Do-
minion Store. 
JACK BUTLER 
I. Cadets, tennis, swimming. 2. "Yep, that's right". 
3. To master the Engiish Language. 4. French home-
work for Miss Robins. 
BING CHAN 
I. Playing Ping-Pong. 2. "That's perfect, Mr. Swan-
son". 3. Getting to school on time. 4. English, Chem-
istry, Mr. Swanson. 
KEN CRAIG 
I. Playing baseball and hockey with Alex Burns. 
2. "What are ya gonna do to-night?" 3. To win an 
argument with Bill Wadell. 4. Alex Burns. 
ERIC GENGENBACH 
I. Cheer leader, Blue and White. 2. "Hi ya fellows, 
got a funny one". 3. To be head cameraman at the 
Gayety. 4. Taking Miss Robbins' picture. 
ED DENDUK 
I. Pin ball machines. 2. "Capitalistic propaganda". 
3. Milton Berle's audio engineer. 4. White shirts and 
ties. 
WINDSOR DENNISON 
I. Soccer, hitch-hiking. 2. "Well, ah". 3. To get 75 % 
4. Buck Rogers. 
ED DUFOUR 
I. Soccer, track, various indoor games. 2. "What's. 
your telephone number?" 3. To find out ~-ow to gra-
duate without coming to school. 4. Coming to school. 
HARLEY FORDEN 
I. Off to the fields. 2. "Now, Ian". 3. To find a 
woman that will go for a walk on Saturd ay nights. 
4. Hay seed in his (her) chair. 
GR.A.DE 13B GRADUATES 
I. After-school Activities 
2. Favourite Saying 
3. Ambition 
4. Weakness 
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GORDON GERRY 
I. Working for the Detroit Free Press. 2. "Got your 
Geometry done?" 3. To pass French and Geometry. 
4. Miss Tunks. 
HENRY GREENHOW 
I. Miscellaneous. 2. "Well, ah". 3. To beat his 
brother to the car at 4 o'clock. 4. Good pants. 
NEIL JOYES 
I. British billiards. 2. "Got your homework done 7" 
3. To graduate from W.C.I. with good marks in hoc-
key. 4. Hockey. 
BARRY KINGSBURY 
I. Nothing at present. 2. "Know any good jokes?" 
3. To have a car that the muffler stays on. 4. A slick 
chick whose locker is down the hall from I 3B. 
NORMAN KOCOT 
I. Giving first-aid to the injured. 2. "I've had it" 
3. To keep guys from smoking at basketball games. 
4. Nurses. 
ED O'NEIL 
I. Playing his bugle. 2. "I need a rest!" 3. To get an 
Agora card free. 4. Une petite fille across from the 
French Room. 
IAN PAISLEY 
I. Editor of Woman's Home Companion. 2. "Who'll 
carry the mail?" 3. To graduate from "ANY" school. 
4. Joe Filby and John Atkinson. 
PAT MUIRHEAD 
I. Jean Awde's work and ping-pong. 2. "Didn't do a 
bit of homework last night". 3. To sing better than 
Mario Lanza. 4. Eating, sleeping, and a "Lowe" lass. 
BILL PARIS 
I. Cadets,B.A.A., Agora, orchestra. 2. "You're nuts!" 
3. To be a great trumpet player and another Johnny 
Ray. 4. Always listening to Andy's advice. 
MARVIN PROKOPCHUK 
I. B.A.A., football, operetta, the Essex Scottish. 2 
"Nothing to it fellows." 3. To be a great car designer. 
4. Football games, the "doll" that handles Smith's 
payroll. 
JON RIDEOUT 
I. O.C. of Cadet Corps, basketball. 2. "It makes no 
never mind." 3. To have one. 4. Seamless stockings. 
BOB SALE 
I. Card games. 2. "Can't point it." 3. To be 5 feet 
9 inches in height. 4. ? 
DON STEWART 
I. Soccer, lacrosse, and Kozak's. 2. "Come on, tallez-
vous." 3. To play professional lacrosse. 4. School. 
BILL WOODIWISS 
I. Admiring cars and small women. 2. "Is that right? 
Honest." 3. To have a real hot rod. 4. Wyandotte, 
Michigan; and she's four foot eleven. 
DOUG YOUNG 
I. Orchestra, cadet officer, dance band. 2. "Think 
of something fast!" 3. To have long hair in 1955. 
4. Loraine Logan and French. 
/ 
COMMERCIAL II GRADUATES 
I. After-school Activities 
2. Favourite S-aying 
3. Ambition 
4. Weakness 
JOANNE NELSON 
I. Medical Arts. 2. "Joan, what's this?" 3. Doctor's 
receptionist. 4. Butch. 
NICKY PIZZOLATO 
I. Writing letters to C. C. 2. "Have you got your 
home-work done?" 3. To marry and have a boy and 
girl. 4. Air Force. 
IRENE SKARBEK 
I. Volleyball, basketball, ping-pong, track. 2. ·"Get 
with it-Allan." 3. To raise a basketball team. 4. Get-
ting to Westcott Road by way of Blenheim . 
ANNE SHONE 
I. Learning how to weigh 150 pounds . 2. "Patti, dear." 
3. To speak German perfectly. 4. Jack. 
RUTH SMITH 
I. Kresge's best employee. 2. "Thanks, pal" . 3. Ca-
reer girl. 4 . Air Force men. 
SHIRLEY STEWARDSON 
I. Volleyball, Basketball, Agora, G.A.A. 2. "Did you 
see Television last night?" 3. To teach our children 
( and hers). 4. Bill. 
BARBARA STEWART 
I. Choir. 2. "Isn't he cute?" 3. To get a job in To-
ronto. 4. Men in general. 
ANNE TAYLOR 
I. Blue and White. 2. "Ok, dear". 3. To play boogie. 
4 . Bar room music. 
MARY TILATNIK 
I. Doing homework in the Temple Box office. 2. 
"What 's with?" 3. To design policemen's uniforms. 
4. Cops. 
ILLAH TOPLIFFE 
I . Choir, bowling. 2 . . "Was I mad!" 3. Secretary (to 
someone nice). 4. Albert Bryan. 
HELEN WASYL YSHYN 
I . Piano teacher. 2. "Oh, for goodness sake." 3. Mrs. 
S. F. 4. S. F. 
TONI WATTS 
I. Operetta, hockey games. 2. "Gee Dad, for me?" 
3. Correspondence secretary for Spitfires. 4. Men on 
Spitfires and in Napanee. 
ANNE WHELPTON 
I. Basketball, volleyball. 2. "Going to the Lap, kids?" 
3. Mrs .- 4. R. L. 
MARIE ZIN 
I. Rushing home. 2. "Oh Nicky, hurry up". 3. To get 
a good job. 4. Parties. 
ALLAN BRKOVICH 
I. Hanging out at Joe's Poolroom . 2. "Check out." 
3. To be lazy. 4. Cigarettes-anyone for Luckies? 
TONY "CHIX" CZACZKOWSKI 
I. Agora, Blue and White, dance band, orchestra. 
2. "Hi yo'all, honey chile." 3. President of Toronto 
Stock Exchange. 4. Pretty-eyed women. 
JOHN HAPAK 
I. Soccer, hockey, rifle. 2. "Oh now, let's not get 
sickening about this." 3. To play on a line with Oliver 
for the Flying Frenchmen . 4. Sandy. 
JOHN OLIVER 
I. Hockey, soccer. 2. "Come on-eh." 3. Play on 
the line for the Flying Frenchmen. 4. Anything in 
skirts. 
DENNIS RIGGIN 
I. Practising with the Spitfires. 2. "Nevertheless." 
3. To get Kris' shutout. 4. Need we say? 
JOHN HUTCHINSON 
I . Selling subscriptions and jewellery. 2. "Don't look 
at me in that tone of voice." 3. Own a business. 
4 . F00rl . 
FORM NEWS 
SENIOR SECTION 
A VOYAGE WITH 11A 
EVAs (eve has) come. Our three heroes, 
JACK, BOB, and RICK are seated in a 
room talking, as most men do, about their 
girl friends. "I want to MARY," said JACK. 
"Who do you want to MARY, LOU?" 
asked BOB. 
"No!" said RICK. He wants to MARl 
LYN." 
"You are both wrong," RICK replied. "1 
am going to MARY JANE." 
"JANE?" asked his two companions. 
"Yes. She is as graceful as a SW ANN and 
as beautiful as a ROSE. MARY her I shall. 
Just then a knock at the door interrupted 
their conversation and STU broke into the 
room. "We must leave on a long voyage to 
the South Pacific at once. It is imperative." 
"We will go gladly," cried the three men 
together. 
"STU, ART thou ready to leave at once?" 
asked RICK. 
"Yes, RETTE away. We shall leave at 
dawn." 
"HOSHALL go with us?" WIL MA go? 
asked JACK. 
"No," replied BOB. "She WADDELLs and 
would slow us up." 
"Then shall we take BO?" 
"No. BOZIC (BO's sick). We will not take 
anyone else then, except the crew STU has 
already chosen. But CAROLE and ELIZA-
BETH must be our cooks. No one can cook 
like they . 
The next day the heroes set out for the 
dock. BOB and JACK are ahead while RICK 
SAUNDERS (saunters) behind. As soon as 
they arrive, the ship is ready to sail. All the 
GOODS have been stored on board. Clink 
KLINK clank goes the chain as the anchor 
is raised. 
"Is all clear ahead?" cried STU. 
"Aye, aye sir; all's CLARAhead." 
"DOROFEUK is at the wheel, and with 
the help of TOPROSKY as navigator, we 
pass the dangerous shoals off the coast. All 
was fine. Then BOB called, "NAN, CY that 
dark cloud over there? MARK my words. 
We're headed for a GAYLE." 
"He was right. Soon the boat be,gan to 
BOB furiously in the waves. The sky grew 
BLACKMORE and more each minute, and 
the weather grew fouler and FOWLER. 
This was the worst GAIL they had ever en-
countered. Several people were injured. A 
spar fell and NICKed LEE in the leg. 
"ADLEY (add Lee) to the injury list!" 
cried JACK. "That's a bad wound. DRES-
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SER quickly. Here are the bandages." 
All of a sudden there was a shout from 
the deck. 
"ReJOYCE ! The storm is abating." 
Everybody shouted with JOY. Many went 
to PAT RICK on the back, for he and DON-
ALDSo'N (Donald's son) had done the most 
to keep their ship afloat. 
And so the boat went peacefully on its 
way, I know not where, and llA went out 
of my sight with it. 
111 
A familiar day in the life of 1 lB 
Is something that everyone really should 
see. 
The first period we go to is the chemistry 
class, 
Where Mr. Swanson nearly chokes us all 
with gas. 
We then troop down to the second floor, 
In teaching us Lit. Mr. Bunt has a chore. 
Then around the corner to Xavier Brown, 
To learn Ancient History, with nary a 
frown? 
In French Miss MacIntyre puts up with alot. 
Our knowledge of French is something quite 
"hot'!. 
In the afternoon we all have a wonderful 
time, 
The class of Miss Rogers, and the highland 
fling rhyme. 
Then poor Mr. Fletcher has to put up with 
us, 
Attempting the theorem of Pythagoras. 
The Latin class drags, and everyone sleeps, 
Soon Mr. Burr will give up for keeps. 
The llB class is really quite spry, 
To us it's the best in Walkerville High. 
11C 
llC Is the best class you ever did see 
Of course all the teachers will agree 
For as they can plainly see, 
They have the skill, brains and ambition, 
If they ever put the key in the ignition. 
There is J ~met the clown of the class 
Always cracking her jokes to make us 
laugh. 
Then there's Lydia always talking in school, 
She's trying to learn . a Geometry rule. 
There is Don whose curly hair 
Stands on end when Lillian is there. 
H 
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And we mustn't forget good old Jim Cray, 
Who talks like a tap turned on to spray. 
Then there's Ann never wearing a frown 
Who with Ken is always clowning around. 
Oh Yes! There's Bill, King of basketball, 
Who must be at least six feet tall. 
Then there's Marion the whiz in French 
Who always warms the basketball bench. 
Oh Yes! There is demure Ronnie G. 
To' whom Nick tells his chemistry. 
And, there's Marlene our class pill 
Who's got her eye on a guy named Bill. 
And Barbara Poole who is no stoop 
On seeing her boy jump through the hoop. 
That's some 01 our grade eleven C, 
You can expect them to school at eight-
thirty. 
11D IN '63 
rhe girls and boys of llD 
[n standing rights declare, 
A reunion we'll have in '63 
And all of us shall be there. 
The event will be held in Walkerville's gym, 
Now modern and new 
And varnished within??? 
And fo:remost in the crowd you'll see 
Our respected teacher~the great "Archie." 
Your eyes can't miss 
Arnold Hawkins and Bruce, 
Notorious criminals out on the loose! 
Standing together are Jean and Joan 
Cute as before, and never alone. 
Shirley and Carol are housc;:1 ves now, 
Can you imagine Karl milking a cow? 
Here comes Bernice and a certain Eddie, 
(They have a football team started already). 
I see Pat S. is a socialite 
Virginia and Myrt , are still looking bright. 
Dorothy D. and Marilyn are as petite as be-
fore 
And here comes Eva, backing through the 
door. 
It's Barbara and Betty, making all that noise 
And they tell me that Jeannie has two darl-
ing boys! 
Carl is still watching the hockey games, 
While Dorothy Lapp has accomplished her 
aims. 
Our two Mikes are as gallant as ever 
And Don Gazo proved that he really was 
clever. 
Sylvia Strang has risen to fame 
While in a different way so has Mary Jane. 
Doug Harvey is teaching-Bob Urie mixing 
lead; 
What's going on in Norm Vincent's head? 
-One more, that's Merle, who had courage 
enough 
To think. and write, and enter this stuff! 
FAVOURITE SAYINGS OF 11E STUDENTS 
Margaret Piper: I am a man-hater, aren't I? 
Beth McCracken: I'm through with boys. 
Beverly Burdick: Bill's waiting. 
Marilyn Gignac: He goes to Patterson. 
Jim Bradley: Have you got your Latin done? 
Shirley Hand: Now if you '11 listen 
awhile 
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Ted Bale: Women! I love 'em. 
Stan Ilczuk: I'm alergic to blondes. 
Paul LaBute: Who's pitching today? 
Art French: Kill LaBute. 
John Kos: Come 'ere babe. 
Barbara Clark: No more boys for me. 
Ron Ciebin: Oh, I'll be there. 
Judy DeRyckere : Give me a stick and I'll 
kill it. 
Jerry Lawton: Wait till next term. 
Barbara Finch: What a life! 
Jim Maddison: I'm afraid we'll never know. 
Chuck Vallance: Buy a hockey ticket? 
Ted Szalay: Buy a basketball ticket? 
Roland Moyneur: Chuck, have you your 
French done? 
Betty Ovens: I'm going to Detroit. 
Don Kennedy: Don't be stupid. 
Frank Rawlins: O.K. baby! You're the boss. 
Paul McPherson: This is life? 
Ruth Etcher: I'm going back to Oshawa. 
Emily Dutkywich: Let's buy Ruth some lip-
stick. 
Bill Brewer: Excuse me, but don't push. 
Chuck Lockwood: Sir, I have a question. 
Gary Wintermute: I'm going down to thE 
Hunter. 
Boobie Ralph: We haven't found out yet. 
12A 
Mr. F. Burr: 12A's guiding light. 
Ann Blair: The quiet type. 
Bob Bou teiller: "I've got to get to know her 
better." 
Darwin Camp bell: Love that man. 
Nancy Carter: The true blonde (says she) 
Don Darroch: Our ladies' man. 
Frank Easby: "Gosh--I'm out of gas! " 
Sue Geml: Sprechen Sie' Deutsch? 
Jerry Henderson: Our basketball player. 
Spence Hodkinson: To go to Jamaica on his 
honeymoon. 
Ernie Jackiw: He knows about the moon??? 
Jim Janick: Another Gainsborough. 
Pam Kennedy: Trying to get lOG in History. 
Doug Leach: The muscle man of 12A 
Walter Leshyn: Our handsome cheerleader. 
Kathy MacKinnon: The future Mrs.??? 
Beth McCormick: "If I ever lost my 
glasses " 
John Mlacak: See no evil, hear no evil, 
speak no evil. 
Sheila Morris: Our athletic champ. 
Vera-Lee Patterson: Beware-She has RED 
hair! 
Janet Posloski: Helping Darwin with his 
physics. 
Judy Reid: To swim the English Channel. 
Ron Robbins: Keeping an eye on Donna in 
class. 
Keith Robinson: Listening to his radio in 
Miss Robbins' room. 
Natalie Sauchuk: Making speeches in Par-
liament. 
Barbara Shipman: I wish we had weekends 
all the time. 
Gay le Simon: Trying to get ads for the 
Blue and White. 
Garth Smith: Shy but cute. 
Olga Smuchok: A pianist in Carnegie Hall. 
:i 
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George Stecko: To be another violin 
Virtuoso. 
Elsie Sydor: Miss Grace Hospital of 1954. 
Donna Tait: Our whiz in LATIN??? 
Margaret Teron: Never has much to say. 
Grant Thompson: If he looks like all Boy 
Scouts, let's join. 
Bruce Thorn: Tall, handsome, and a 
BLONDE BRUSH-CUT. 
Norma Turnbull: Gee, the Red-Wings won 
again. 
Mary Wallen: Another Dorothy Dix. 
121 HIT PARADE 
Our 12B is a musical class 
So here is a song for each lad and lass. 
Miss MacIntyre - Why Don't You Believe 
Me? 
Liz S. - Ain't Misbehavin'(?) 
Irene - Good-night Irene 
Elaine - Billy Boy 
Joe - Too Young 
Ed - Slow Poke 
Vicky - Lovely to Look At 
Doug - I Love Girls 
Marlene - A Good Man is Hard to Find 
Phyllis - I Get Ideas 
Dennis - Lazy Bones 
Craig - Five Foot Two, Eyes of Blue 
Eleanor - Sailor (Bill)'s Polka 
Jean - Jeannie With the Light Brown Hair 
Nancy - Enjoy Yourself 
Dick - I'm Never Satisfied 
Pat - Prisoner of Love 
Kathryn - Sleepy Time Girl 
Joan - Ain't She Sweet 
Kaye - A Little Bit O'Heaven 
Walter - Drifting and Dreaming 
Annie - Tryin' 
Anne - Personality 
Sandra - Beautiful Brown Eyes 
Barbara D. - My Lady Loves to Dance 
Virginia - Come-On-A-My House 
Barbara B. - On a Dreamer's Holiday 
Mike - Undecided 
Shirley - With a Song in My Heart 
Dorothy - You'll Never Get Away 
Eliz P. - Sentimental Journey (to Geom.) 
Norma - Wish You Were Here 
Doreen & Irma - Dear Hearts and Gentle 
People 
Now you have heard from our 12B 
We're very musical, don't you agree? 
BOYS OF 12C IN 1963 
V. Cameron:-Night watchman at the Wind-
sor Daily Star. 
R. Greenhow:-Mad scientist, turning out 
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carrots the same colour as his hair. 
K. Fraser:-A space cadet with Capt. Video. 
F. Mills:-A farmer, still milking his cows 
by hand. 
B. Rose:--,Milkman, supporting family and 
all---? 
J. Tearne:-Professor at St. Mary's. 
A. Poisson:-Cattle-rustler in Texas for 
Loblaws. 
B. Douglas:-F.B.I. agent (spying on the 
"Big Boy"). 
B. MacMillan :-Playing hockey in the Pee 
Wee League. 
B. Fleming:-Professional pick-pocket at 
the city market. 
J. Wishart:~Spreading fertilizer on his 
2000 acre farm. 
B. Eplett:-Band leader at the Gaiety. 
G. Ryan:-Picking up where Johnny Ray 
left off. 
B. Totten:-Respectable "Bookie" and ex-
bootlegger. 
B. McPhail:--Head Piper in Norr .1em Si-
beria. 
D. Paget:-Coach of his own football team 
with N. C. assisting. 
R. Jokanovich:-Cook at the La Paloma. 
S. Pettovel:-Disk Jockey for the Lonesome 
Gal. 
J. Easby:-A great orator for Joe. 
C. Baker:-Drugstore cowboy for Rexals. 
J. Spooner:-Manager of the Grandma Ban-
dit. 
G. Wagner:-Bouncer at the Airport Inn. 
12D IN 1952 
Want to meet a class that is full of fun? 
Then pay a visit to 331. 
There's Gabriel K. who is full of cheers, 
And Allen H. who his school work never 
fears. 
Mary M. is our Highland lass, 
And Beverly J. is a girl with class. 
Brian's eye is on a certain blonde. 
While Shirley's beau is a guy named John. 
Charles L. at the "sax" is so grand, 
And Norman P. is in the pipe band. 
Sonia T. is still on her diet, 
And Bill M. seems very quiet, 
To Terry H. who is just a riot. 
Valerie P. and Marion R. have beautiful 
curls 
But Bill W. thoughts are never of girls. 
Joyce K. is a little shy, 
For Jack B., who makes all girls sigh. 
Barbara H. is another girl you should meet, 
And Ken T. to all the girls is a treat. 
Charles C. is always on the run, 
Lydia is the girl who has her homework 
done. 
- .... 
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Now Paul's thoughts are quite a mystery 
To George H. who is tops in history. 
Tony S. is good at singing, 
While elsewhere Nancy's thoughts are 
winging. 
Orest L. in geometry is really great, 
And John H. is still looking for his fate. 
John V. is good on skates 
While Clayton B. in basketball rates. 
Ken M. is also good on ice, 
And Kathy R. is another girl that's nice. 
So here is 12D's little story, 
May our names with you, live in glory: 
JUNIOR SECTION 
THE AIC'S AS TAUGHT IN 9A 
A for assemblies we all enjoy. 
B for the Blue and White that can't be Qeat. 
C for Cadets in short skirts no less. 
D for dancing the polka which we try. 
E for energy of which we have our fill. 
F for French-"Je vous aime! " 
G for girls who are sadly neglected. 
H for History-Who asked for a date? 
I for idiots-we have quite a few. 
J for jitters-it's exam time again. 
K for Kennedy our "friendly(?) enemy" 
L for lessons ; we wish the.re were fewer. 
M for Math at which we're all whizzes. 
N for neatness-who has the time? 
0 for orchestra-we boast two members. 
P for Patterson-that Newman should quit 
Q for quickness; we're all on the beam. 
R for Rugby, better left unsaid. 
S for swimming. "Oh what sights!" 
T for trophies-there are quite a few. 
U for US the angels of 9A 
V for volleyball-our record no one coulc 
beat. 
W for dear old W alkerville High. 
X Y Z Who said anything about Algebra? 
98 TEN YEARS FROM NOW 
Cindy AucRland: Prima Donna . . 
Mike Balo: Shooting pool in Don Hager's 
pool room. 
Norma Marshall: "Oh ... Bob!" 
Kathy Peifer: Assistant producer of 20th 
Century Fox. 
Liz Cass: Modeling bloomers for C. M. 
Modeling Inc. 
Richard Young: Boiling water for '.Arthur 
Godfrey's Lipton Tea show. 
John Matus: "Put a penny in the pot, boy !" 
Rosemary Poisson: Teaching French at 
Walkerville. 
l.Jon Hager: Counting elbows at the Elbow 
Room. 
-Steffie Belanek: Modeling hair styles on T .V. 
Pat Boychuk: Still trying to grow an inch 
taller. 
Gerald J oyes: "Lend me your homework 
puhleeze." 
Gayle Dresser: Chorus girl at the Gaiety. 
Roy Supra: Einstein's assistant. 
Ken Darroch: Major of the garbage collect-
ing fleet. 
Fred Knott: Water-boy for the Detroit 
Tigers. 
Jack McKay: Still trying to get 100% in 
French. 
Wanda Saunders: "Yoo-hoo, Johnny boy." 
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lVllchael Naylor: Building a rocketship to 
the moon. 
Tom Stewardson: Collectmg gum from 
under the seats and selling it at half 
price. 
Roy Dunn: Mad scientist (heh-heh). 
Sharon Smith: On a slow boat to China 
with??? 
Art Davy: Jackie Gleasori.'s joke writer. 
Lorraine Pensak: "Did you hear about .. ·." 
Barbara Gerry: "Take a letter, please." 
Mary Alice Greenwood: "Watch the birdie." 
Janet Riberdy: Cover girl for True Story. 
Donna Boose: Wearing shorter skirts. 
Alan Hughes: Washing windows at the 
Commodore. 
Marguerite MacRae: Raising??? 
Jo-Anne Montague: Still looking . 
Bob Jackson: Professor at Western Univer-
sity. 
Nadia W.: Happy housewife. 
Dale S.: Pilot of Michael's rocketship. 
Carol Henri: "Rock-a-bye baby. " 
Jean Simons: Wife to J. R. 
9C 
On the level 
Larry Rizak: Who won the pennant? 
Neville Saunders: And now for some sweet, 
tiny voice ... 
Ke.ren Theriault: She gets everything right 
except the things that are all wrong. 
Betty Brown: Music, music, music. 
Ross McGrath: Pleasant view: halls of the 
third floor. 
Garfield Middlebrook: He tells such funny jokes you could cry. 
Pat Nowitsky: Oh come, won't you skate 
with me? 
Wallace Findlay: Haven't got it done. 
Jean Kaspachuk: Beautiful, beautiful brown 
eyes. 
Florence McKane: You don't dye blonde 
hair, you bleach it. 
Janet McCracken: Got your math done? 
George Corchis: He doesn't use Toni: .he 
doesn't use Prom. Art puts it up in pin-
curls every night for him. P.S. Keep 
it a secret. 
Pall.I Fairhurst: "I'm just a poor bachelor" 
and can't you tell! 
Mirdza Skulte: Brains Incorporated. 
Virginia Ursulak: Are you comin'? 
Pat Currie: Don't let the stars get in your 
eyes. 
9D 
Flash! Gordon just rocketed into the room. 
From Brazil: Bob Oliver just got stuffed. 
From British Columbia: Bob Wood was cut 
down. 
Here is another news flash: Robert's Van is 
now aluminium. 
Flash! Judy Bond was officially crowned as 
Hopalong's favourite bread. 
Off the wire! Bev Neal's appendix are doing 
fine. 
Over seas! N orway--J ackie Norwood set 
a new record her hair now reaches 
Denmark. 
A catastroohe has occurred! Mary Helen 
Small is jumping all over the place 
with excitement. No wonder-she ate 
jumping beans for supper. 
London: Lord Hamilton spent a hectic night 
waiting for the blessed event to befall 
him and his wife. At six o'clock in 
the morning Elsie, their cat, gave °birth 
to three kittens! 
Barbara Polhman is now hitched to a pas-
senger train. 
WHAT WOULD 9E DO, IF: 
Bev. and Cathy paid attention, 
Geoffrey Robinson had a detention. 
Betty Tessier cut her hair, 
Laurel wasn't asking, "boys, where?" 
Lynn was growing very tall, 
And Gerald wasn't having a ball. 
Marjorie McLeod was talking too loud, 
Of her math mark Shirley was very proud. 
Joan wasn't cutting lines to see Bob, 
Jim Bickers wasn't a second Ty Cobb. 
Russell wasn't afraid of swimming, 
And Walter gave his hair a good trimming. 
Donna wore the same thing twice in a row, 
Jean Vance at Math was very slow. 
Bill was flirting with all of the girls, 
While Carl wasn't acting like Milton Berle. 
Wayne wasn't trying to be a scholar, 
And Carol was growing a little bit taller. 
Rosann wasn't falling out of her seat 
And Helen didn't say "Oh you're so sweet." 
Ruth and Joan were very quiet, 
And Laurelee wasn't raising a riot. 
The names we have mentioned are just a 
few, 
But we all keep the teachers in a stew. 
CAN YOU IMAGINE IN 9F: 
Betty-Anne's hair not being curly, 
Myra at school early, 
Marilyn not breaking hearts, 
Lida S. having low marks, 
Carol not playing ping-pong, 
Frances having her hair long, 
Betty not going with Pat, 
Annette being fat, 
Sandra having black hair, 
Amelia being short and square, 
Honor not making noise, 
Doreen not flirting with the boys, 
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Mary Lou forgetting the attendance sheet, 
Hope not doing her drawing neat, 
Trudy not finding the perfect man, 
Anne not holding Gerry's hand, 
Judy not being shy, 
Pat not liking a certain guy, 
John being short and small, 
David being six feet tall, 
Ken without a smile, 
Gerry without Anne for a while, 
Gerald being noisy and loud, 
Hugh not being proud, 
Jim K. not laughing away, 
Scott missing a single day, 
Jim B. with lots of fame, 
Richard having a short last name, 
Harry not fooling with Doreen, 
Bill not like a jumping bean, 
-Though school is fun, it's a little funny; 
The students do the work and the teachers 
get the money. 
A STUDY OF 9H 
A is for Andrew, the guy we all love, 
B is for Bobby, he's quite a dove; 
C is for Colvin, who's away all the year, 
D is for Donaldson who's always here? 
E is for Elsie who's smart enough for two, 
F is for Francom who always says boo!! 
G is for the girls which the boys all adore, 
H is for the hollering you hear after four. 
I is for me who is writing this poem, 
J is for Jack who should really go home. 
K is for Kathleen who makes eyes at Paul, 
L is for the lovelies you see in the hall. 
M is for Murray, who likes to study, 
N is for nonsense, indulged in by every-
body: 
0 is for "Oh boy!" which you hear David 
say, 
P is for the praying which you hear in May. 
Q is for the "Q-ball" which Woods can't 
sink, 
R is for the running you see on the rink, 
S is for the shouting when you hit a bump. 
T is for Tony whom you'll never hear 
grump, 
U, V, and W are for nothing at all, 
And X is only a letter hanging on the wall. 
Y is for "why" in "Why do you make fun?" 
Z is for the zoom we all make as the last 
h~ll has rung. 
FAVOURITE SAYINGS OF 10A TEACHERS 
Mr. A. Brown: Am I interrupting? 
Mr. O'Brien: Up to the board; bang, bang 
bang. 
Mr. Nighswander: Write on both sides o 
the paper-in English please. 
Miss Bergoine: I expect all of you to get a 
least 90%. I can't make you do any 
thing, but I can use persuasion. 
Mr. Klinck: Joel I'll ... I will!!! 
Mr. McLeod: Now we'll have this probler 
for homework. 
Miss Gregory: Be quiet, and for heaven 
sake close your books. 
Mr. Allison: Come on, eh fellas? Be quiet. 
Ii 
' 
J 
101: TO THEE WE WILL: 
Marg. A-Guaranteed book of Imogene 
Coca's gimmicks. 
Gary C.-une petite cherie and a barometer. 
Barb. D.-A kiss-timer. 
Dennis D.-Judy Stephens. 
Pat D.-a moon-lit night, a lake, and Dave 
Outner. 
Gary G.-a cap-gun and holster. 
Violet G.-Ted Smith's geometrical brain. 
Bob G.-la guillotine. 
Friaser G .-shoe-shine box. 
Richard H.-Todd Hatch. 
Martha H.--diamond-cutting equipment. 
Todd H.-platform soles. 
Bill H.-? ? ? 
Walter M.-"mon petit chow." 
Barb. M.-a pair of 200 lb. barbells. 
Jim M.-cowboy spurs. 
Murray P.-Pat Docherty. 
Kathryn P.-a loud speaker. 
Alec P.-Marilyn's mathbook. 
Dan Q.-a guaranteed pure silver soda-
fountain. 
Don S.-a short girl. 
Chris. S.-a dictionary. 
Mary Jane S.-a wheelbarrow, hoe, 1 pkg. 
turnip seeds, and a cow for her farm 
on Mars. 
Ted S.-a meatcleaver. 
Marg. S.-book of volleyball rules. 
Nancy T.-contract with 20th Century Fox. 
Tudy W.-an evening with ''Tall, Dark, an' 
Gruesome." 
Judy S.-a poodle to match her skirt. 
Marilyn M.-Mr. Fletcher's tray. 
Jim A-editorship of the "Advice to the 
Lovelorn" column. 
Laura F.-whatever's left. 
"Mateless"-a mate. 
THE PERFECT GIRL OF 1 OF 
Eyes: Marg. M. 
Legs: Myrna H. 
Lips: Violet N. 
Hair: Gail M. 
Figure: Janet B. 
Personality: Elaine A. 
Clothes: Ann H. 
Brains: Dorothy C. 
Humour: Norma M. 
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WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO 10C ff: 
Assef (Shirley) knew her Geometry per-
fectly. 
Barb (Legge) didn't gossip. 
Karl (Ilk) wasn't in a hurry. 
Don M. and Mr. O'Brien got along. 
Ewart (Barb) didn't like G. W. 
Fillips (Phillips D.) didn't get into trouble 
in Mr. Beckley's room. 
Gordon A. was six foot two. 
Hall (Robert) didn't know so many bigshots. 
Ingrid S. didn't have her eye on that certain 
someone. 
Joyce D. didn't laugh. 
Karl (Moffat) was five foo~ two. 
Larry V. didn't know his work. 
Marlene P. wouldn't pester Bessie. 
Neil (Ken O) wasn't on the hockey .team. 
Osborne (Joyce) talked in class. 
Pat wasn't flirting with the boys. 
Robert P. didn't talk so loud. 
Stan C. wasn't looking out of the corner of 
his eye at Someone. 
Thomson (Audrey) liked M. B. 
Victor didn't know some corny joke. 
William S. wasn't pestering Someone. 
7.ivanovich (Bessie) wasn't Mr. O'Brien's pet. 
WHAT WOULD 10D IE LIKE IF: 
Bill Ross grew long hair or bought a blonde 
toupee. 
David Cole wasn't always catching the girls' 
eyes. 
Lynn Brush grew tall enough to see over 
the window sill. 
David Haydon brought a pen or pencil to 
Latin classes. 
Dorothy Clark missed a deduction in Geo-
metry. 
Ronald Lawton didn't go to Ottawa Street 
at noon to see his girlfriend. 
Vernon Harvey didn't bring peanuts to 
Social Studies classes. 
Donald Crackel didn't smile. 
Gordon Pace came to school without joke 
material. 
Walter Nicodemo went on a diet. 
Bill Burt and Mr. Fletcher signed a peace 
treaty. 
C:harl0~te Bale wasn't "tranquille et petite". 
Trudy Reynolds wasn't so quiet in Latin 
classes. 
Beverly Clarke stopped plucking ukelele 
strings in her daydreams. 
Bill Neely told Mr. Sinclair what he was 
laughing at. 
Nancy Leith didn't speak to Lea Pohuda. 
Gail Bondy didn't speak. 
II 
THE PERFECT BOY OF 1 OF 
Eyes: Bill H. 
Hair: Don N. 
Mouth: Pat H. 
Physique: Terry F. 
Brains: Dan A. 
lOE HIT PARADE 
Linda L: The Man I Love. 
Beverly R: Baby, Won't )ou Say You Love 
Me? 
Donna J: You Belong to Me (Bruce Smith) 
Mary G: Frosty, the Snowman. 
Frances T: All of Me. 
Nancy R: Tell Me Why? 
Bill Morgan: "I", 
.Joel W: Blues in the Night. 
Lois T: Thinking of You. 
Marlene R: G. I. Jive. 
Tom E: Cigarettes, Whisky and Wild, 
Wild Women. 
Doug Simmons: Half as Much (Barb S.) 
Barb S: The Roving Kind. 
Dora: Tenderly. . 
Paul R: Ain't Misbehaving. 
Bob H: ·Don't Fence Me In. 
JUNIOR ART-2nd PRIZE . 
BILL SHORT 
Grade Nine Cadet: "Here! Hold my rifle 
a minute, will you?" 
Officer: "Hey! I'm a Lieutenant" 
Grade Nine Cadet: "That's okay. I'll trust 
you." 
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Tim V: Undecided. 
Bill C: Stormy Weather. 
T?m G: When I Get You Alone Tonight. 
Richard P: I Went to Your Weddin.g. 
Harry L: Why Don't You Believe Me? 
Willa M: Give Me a Little Kiss. 
Doug. S: Walkin' My Baby Back Home. 
Bruce S: You'll Never Get Away (Donna 
J.). 
Frances G: Lbver . 
Jerry N: Enjoy Yourself. 
Ron F: Temptation. 
Ron R: How High the Moon? 
Norman R: Fool! Fool? Fool! 
YOUR FUTURE? 
At 5weet sixteen I first began, 
To ask the good Lord for a man. 
At seventeen, I recall 
I wanted someone strong and tall. 
The Christmas I reached eighteen, 
I fancied someone blonde and lean. 
And then at twenty another kind, 
I wanted someone with a mind. 
I retrogressed at twenty-one 
And found college boys most fun. 
My view-point changed at twenty-two 
When "one man only" was my cue. 
I broke my heart at twenty-three 
And asked for someone kind to me. 
Then begged at blase twenty-four 
For anyone who wouldn't bore. 
Now Lord that I am twenty-five 
Just send me someone who's alive! 
JUNIOR ART-3rd PRIZE 
SANDRA SIMPSON 
Honourable Mention 
THE STORM 
The dark clouds cover the wide 
prairie sky, 
The thirsty land will no longer 
be dry. 
From the sloughs comes the cry of 
the whipperwill bird. 
The call was answered: the -
prayer was heard! 
And wild winds herald the 
coming storm. 
Like Mohammedan mourners 
bends the yellow corn. 
The first drop whispered sweetly 
as it came to the ground, 
And prairie dogs lifted their heads 
at the sound. 
Then faster and faster drove 
the furious rain, 
Like a successful old prospector 
staking his claim. 
Then the earth lay silent and 
the sun came out: 
The land of wheat was saved 
from the drought. 
Uncovered are the pioneer trails 
of old; 
Hard-fought-for land of the 
grain and gold. 
Clear are the streams of the 
glittering dust 
Free lay the arrow-heads of their 
mud and rust 
Tall and straight again the 
corn stands. 
Golden is the wheat, food for 
10% 
10% 
Canada's lands. 
--Loraine Logan, 13A. 
IS THIS 
YOUR CLASS? 
of the pupils gaze with bewildering 
eyes out of the window. 
sitting in a trance, stare with glassy 
eyes at the quaint head of the student 
in front. 
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15 % 
7% 
10% 
] 1% 
15% 
4% 
1% 
5% 
3% 
work with deep concentration, add-
ing such professional touches as 
curly hair, brows, ribbons, crossed 
eyes, and - today only - moustaches, 
to the pictures of certain characters 
in the book. 
who were out late last night try to 
open one eyelid. But they go back 
to their slumber with a stupified 
look on their face. 
have artistic ambitions and spend 
their time "doodling." 
training to be insect collectors, make 
wild passes at the flies. 
of the acrobatic type, sit with their 
chairs tilted backwards. These stu-
dents can be counted on for at least 
one crashing performance per period. 
priding themselves upon their work-
manship, sling rubber-bands at their 
comrades with fiendish delight. 
of singing stars look about the room 
and knock their teeth to the top tune 
of the week. 
try desperately ro throw a sheet of 
crumpled1 history into the waste-
paper basket. 
with empty heads, just sit. 
the teacher's pride and joy, listen 
with rapt attention to everything 
she says. 
99% I knew someone wasn't all there. 
PARADISE 
This is a recipe for Paradise which can be 
adjusted according to taste. 
Take one warm, smooth beach, _ 
Sprinkle luscious palms along its edge. 
Add one tepid ocean-
The colour of creme de menthe. 
And intoxicating perfumes of myriad 
flowers. 
Allow to cool under a muon 
That looks like a vellum disc with .an 
arc lamp behind it. 
Stir till pleasurably warm, · 
And serve to the gentle thrum of 
ukuleles. 
-lean Kaspachuk. 
C2 Grad: Have you an opening for me? 
Personnel Manager: Yes, but don't dam 
it on the way out. 
CLASS PICTURES 
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12A 
Back Row:-B. Bouteiller, G. Thompson, K. 
Robinson, B. Thorn, J. Mlacak, E. Jackiw, 
G. Stecko, D. Darroch, J. Henderson, G. 
Smith, F. Easby, D. leach. 
Middle Row:-R. Robbins, S. Hodkinson, M. 
Wallen, A. Blair, N. Sauchuk, N. Turnbull, 
J. Reid, S. Morris, B. McCormick, K. Mac-
Kinnon, W. Leshyn, D. Campbell. 
Front Row:-N. Carter, D. Tait, B. Shipman, 
E. Sydor, P. Kennedy, Mr. Burr, S. Geml, G. 
Simon, 0. Smuchok, J. Posloski, M. Teron. 
Absent:-J . Janick, V. L. Patterson. 
· 12B 
Back Row:-C. Punchard, D. Reid, Ed. Rock, 
R. Reid, W. Yankovitch, J. Krukowski, J. 
Turansky, D. Warrick. 
Middle Row:-V. Tkach, S. Meronick, J. 
Heatley, B. Baldwin, E. Pidskalny, N. 
Hebert, A. Kankula, V. Ritchie, D. Halmo, 
I. Hudec, B. Dupuis, E. Wachna, P. New-
man, E. Stewart. 
Front Row:-M. Page, N. Martin, i. G illespie, 
D. O'Brien, A. Lukasevich, Miss MacIntyre, 
S. Duncan, E. Stewardson, J. l'Anson, K. 
Hayward, P. Totten . 
Absent:-K. Malpass, M. Scarff. 
12c 
Back Row:-G. Ryan, J. Spooner, W. Totten, 
D. Paget, R. Jokanovich, R. McPhail, F. 
Mills, C. Baker, A. Poisson, R. Douglas, W. 
Eplett. 
Middle Row:-J. Tearne, R. Greenhow, V. 
Cameron, W. Fleming, B. MacMillan, J. 
Hogan, J. Wishart, J. Easby, W. Rose, G. 
Wagner, K. Fraser. 
Front Row:-J. Ovens, M. Auckland, W. Gib-
son, A. Murgaski, M. Ried, Miss G. Fall s, 
L. Kells, N. McKinnon, N. Meredith, E. 
Duffin, S. Petfovel. 
12D 
Back Row:-J. Vlanich, J. Byng, C. Brent, K. 
Tu rner, T. Sawich, B. Mitchell, J. Hancock, 
A. Hewson, N. Probert, 0. Lazarowich. 
Middle Row:-W. Morgan, P. Smith, K. 
Miller, W. Wright, C. Lewis, C. Crow, G. 
Hartleib, T. Hargreaves, G. Krammer. 
Front Row:-N. Claval, S. Popowich, J. 
Kenny, B. Jeffrey, K. Read, Mr. Hugill, S. 
Tkach, M. Renouf, V. Parker, M. Maguire, 
L. Meikar. 
Absent:-B. Hartleib. 
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IIA 
Back Row:-J. Vallance, J. Donaldson, B. 
Goodes , D. Klinck, M. Dresser, B. Zak, D. 
Bozic, B. Fowler, B. Adley, B. Blainey, S. 
Laird, R. Patrick, N. Cory, M. Drouillard. 
Middle Row:-J. Blackmore, N. Babcock, C. 
Mifflin, W. Augustine, B. Hoshal, R. Kor-
enich, M. Basan, C. Kovacs, M. Waddell, 
D. Swann, Mary Lou Stuart, M. Davidson. 
Front Row:-E. Tkachuk, N. Dorofeuk, E. 
Sozonchuk, J. Saunders, M. J. Haynes, 
Miss Tunks, J. Paterson, I. Toprosky, G. 
Sneider, L. Handrigan, G. Gray. 
Absent:-R. Sikich . 
II B 
lack Row:-J. King, E. Resek, R. Pfaff, D. 
Bolton, J. Anderson, D. Tickell, R. Bolton, 
B. Scott, R. Mepham, R. Miller, C. Kidd, 
G. Swatman, M. Cochrane, R. White, W. 
Jarkoweic. 
Middle Row:-P. Smith, M. Altenhof, J. 
Walsh, F. Horvath, J. Hutchings, J. White, 
I. Robertson, P. Adams, R. Minielly, S. 
Neale, M. MacPhail. 
Front Row:-M. Woodrich, A. Bullen, J. 
Macko , A. Courtney, P. Popowich, Mr. 
Swanson, J. Budd, G. Marcenko, M. 
Sabados, B. Kocot, E. Shery. 
IIC 
Back Row:-G. Ferguson, N. Stoyshin, R. 
Brookmyre, J. Cray, W. Kachmaryk, K. 
Wiltse, T. Whitehead, W. Potvin, D. Horne. 
Middle Row:-V. Marohnie, V. Green, A. 
Donnelly, J. Milner, J. Cunningham, M. 
Field, E. Hawreluk, H. Girling, M. Baker, 
W. Gekill, B. Poole, L. McKay, E. Wilson, 
M. Standon, P. Campbell, J. Frederick. 
Front Row:-A. Stasko, L. Lucuta, E. Moore, 
S. Rosser, J. McGinnis, Mr. Bull, E. 
Graham, M. Corchis, L. Finc.h, L. Tizzard, 
M. McDonnell. 
Absent:-M. Grenier. 
,, 
110 
Back Row:-C. Fairthorne, D. Gazo, A. 
Hawkins, N. Vincent, T. Fothy, D. Harvey, 
R. Urie, B. Robinson, M. Clemison, M. 
Peschalk. 
Middle Row:-M. J. Light, B. Soutar, P. 
Kavanaugh, D. Dickinson, C. Williams, D. 
Lapp, M. Weston, M. Hillman, P. Stedman, 
B. Otto, J. Fairthorne. 
Front Row:-E. Clegg, M. Bake, V, Kurtz, S. 
Boyer, E. Doten, Mr. Fletcher, S. "Lowe, M. 
Hunt, J. MacDonald, J. MacDonald, E. 
David. 
Absent:-K. Sease. 
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II E 
Back Row:-W. Brewar, P. McPherson, J. 
Lawton, C. Lockwood, D. Kennedy, T. Bale, 
R. Ciebin, T. Szalay, S. llczuk, J. Maddison. 
Middle Row:-P. LaBute, J. Kos, G. Winter-
mute, M. Piper, E. McCracken, R. Etcher, 
F. Rawlings, C. Vallance, R. Moyneur. 
Front Row:-B. Finch, E. Dutkywich, J. 
DeRyckere, E. Ovens, Miss Bergoine, M. 
Gignac, S. Hand, B. Clark, B. Burdick. 
Absent:-B. Belanger, J. Bradley, A. French. 
10A 
Back Row:-A. Angood, M. Ashton, R. 
Haurlan, G. Oliver, D. Bell, L. Sydor, P. 
Gillette, J. Flett, Z. Jerabek, L. Prokipcak. 
Middle Row:-M. Sale, M. Wishart, F. 
Moodrey, C. Clark, C. Day, J. Burnie, H. 
Aallison, P. Patkau, A. Wachna, M. 
MacPhee, J. Campbell, I. Urban, L. 
Attamanchuk. 
Front Row:-C. Dubensky, S. Logan, M. 
Hardy, E. Morgan, Mr. Brown, M. Dewar, 
N. McMullen, J. Lowden, M. Smuchok. 
Absent:-J. Carriere. 
10B 
Back Row:-R. Haller, J. Montour, G. 
Clarkson, T. Smith, J. Arend, W. Mas-
lovich, R. George, D. Dingle, K. Smith, A. 
Prodan, M. Podebry. 
Middle Row:-G. Gale, W. Hudec, P. 
Docherty, M. J. Smith, L. L. Fregin, J. 
Stephens, M. Ashman, B. Davidson, B. 
Mitchell, D. Sawyer, D. Quirk. 
Front Row:-J. Wright, T. Hatch, R. Geml, 
V. Gemmell, Mr. McLeod, M. Merklinger, 
M. Halmo, M. Stuhlmueller, N. Tahill. 
Absent:-K. Povter, F. Green. 
lOC 
Back Row:-K. O'Neil, K. Ilk, R. Hall, S. 
McKay, M. Magill, S. Coulthard, K. Moffat, 
L. Viveash, D. Glos, R. Portt, R. Sharp, R. 
Stockman. 
Middle Row:-D. Miller, R. Soutar, J. Avey, 
I. Steinbach, M. Punga, J. Kennedy, J. 
Osborne, D. Dool, R. Drago, W. Sharp. 
Front Row:-E. Blyth, J. Dumouchelle, P. 
Rotchell, S. Assef, Mr. O'Brien, B. Hebert, 
B. Legge, E. Zivanovich, B. Ewart. 
Absent:-D. Phillips, A. Thomson, G. Allan, 
V. Tarcea. 
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lack Row:-G. Pace, R. Lawton, W. Neely, 
D. Laframboise, W. Nicodemo, G. Gas-
coigne, W. Ross, W. Burt, V. Harvey, A. 
Kizik, T. Carrothers. 
Middle Row:-D. Cole, W. Timpson, D. 
Haydon, E. Patton, N. Leith, F. Stannard, 
E. Gazo, D. Crackel, R. Giles, L. Brush. 
Front Row:-L. Holmes, T. Reynolds, B. 
Clark, G. Purton, Mr. Hartford, L. Pohuda, 
D. Clark, M. Clifton, G. Bondy. 
Absent:-B. Austen. 
IOE 
Back Row:-J. Novak, H. Liebing, J. Van 
Kregten, R. Hanson, T. Egan, R. Rollo, R. 
Fairhurst, W. Morgan, R. Pfaff, P. Fair-
hurst, N. Raven. 
Middle Row:-T. Garswood, W. Coyle, R. 
Gieswein, D. Simons, L. Thomas, B. Stewart, 
N. Ray, R. Ostren, J. Wiltes, D. Shrimpton, 
B. Smith. 
Front Row:-W. McNaught, L. Lawson, B. 
Robinson, D. Dragomir, Mr. Nighswander, 
F. Ga~coigne, M. Roth, M. R. Gee, D. 
Jenkins. 
,'.\bsent:-F. Tiller. 
lOF 
Rack Row:-F. Hawreluk, D. Dunn, N. 
Rumble, r. Hardy, G. Lucier, P. Blunch, A. 
Mniszek. 
Middle Row:-W. Hockey, T. Turner, L. 
Dabrowski, D. Collins, N. Miller, V. Niven, 
A. Holmes, D. Norris, D. Atherton, T. 
Fenech. 
Front Row:-M. Raven, L. Rankin, G. Mc-
Intyre, J. Bastien, Mr. Bunt, M. Motton, E. 
Archer, M. Hart, E. Switzer. 
Absent:-W. Watson. 
COMMERCIAL I 
B~ck Row:-J. Taylor, J. Taylor, J. Roung, J. 
Schroeder, C. Hockey, J. Sparavola, D. 
Keith, H. Filipich, D. Stewart, M. L. Mc-
Queen, J. Kayfez, M. E. Edgar. 
Centre Row:-A. Wilson, M. Bell, A. 
Guerino, J. Webb, J. Belleau, J. Johnson, 
F. Topliffe, L. Lovechy, D. Korbel, S. 
Charbonneau, G. Thomson, M. Edwards, S. 
Currie. 
Front Row:-T. Bea~doin, L. Giroux, M. 
Baker, H. Demian, Miss Hartmann, M. Dick, 
N. Kirby, C. Fleming, M. Vascic. 
Absent:-E. Paterson. 
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9A 
Back Row:-E. Rizak, C. Wass, P. Might, J. 
Laird, A. McPherson, M. Oreskovich, W. 
Robinson, R. Dinning, W. Stoyka, D. David, 
R. Vorshik. 
Middle Row:-J. Stewart, J. Garinger, B. 
Karpenko, M. Douglas, C. Smith, P. Stuart, 
E. Dobrowolsky, J. Vercammer, J. Spence, 
C. Field, L. Marks, R. Hamilton, J. Balsdon. 
Front Row:-S. Kowalyshyn, C. Mepham, M. 
Burr, M. E. Mcleon, Mrs. Liddell, A. Vclek, R. 
Pickford, P. Johnston, P. Kitson. 
Absent:-Miss Hutchinson. 
98 
Back Row:-R. Supra, G. Joyes, J. McKay, A. 
Davy, K. Darroch, T. Stewardson, F. Knott, 
M. Naylor, J, Matus, D. Shuttleworth, M. 
Balo, R. Jackson. 
Middle Row:-A. Hughes, R. Young, W. 
Saunders, C. Henri, J. Simons, R. M. 
Poisson, E. Cass, N. Werbowecki, C. Peifer, 
N. Marshall, S. Belanek, D. Hager, R. Dunn. 
Front Row:-L. Pensak, J. Montague, M. A. 
Greenwood, S. Smith, G. Dresser, Mr. 
Klinck, P. Boychuk, C. Auckland, D. Boose, 
B. Gerry, J. Riberdy. 
Absent:-M. MacRae. 
9C 
Back Row:-R. Kirkpatrick, G. Wright, G. 
Middlebrook, S. Lowe, G. Corchis, R. 
Turner, N. Saunders, R. Smith, A. Solosky, 
P. Gilmore, A. Krentz. 
Middle Row:-G. Stewart, E. White, G. 
Broadbent, L. Rizak, J. Pastuovich, P. 
Fairhurst, W. Findlay, H. Edwards, R. 
McGrath, A. Pidhoresky, R. Christie. 
Front Row:-E. Brown, J. McCracken, M. 
Skulte, A. llijanic, P. Nowitsky, Mr. 
Beckley, K. Theriault, J. Kaspachuk, F. 
McKane, V. Ursulak. 
Absent:-P. Currie, F. Phelps. 
9D 
Back Row:-D. Story, G. Thomson, J. Mc-
Tavish, R. Oliver, J. Hamilton, P. Elcombe, 
R. Hoskin, D. Mott, L. Walters, B. Calder. 
Middle Row:-A. Boyd, W. Roddy, R. Van 
Kregten, J. Buckler, B. Neal, S. McNaught, 
J. Taylor, R. Wood, J. Saunders, J. 
Dogerty, T. Butler. 
Front Row:-P. Muth, M. Morency, 8. 
Trenholme, D. Munroe, J. Bond, Mr. Young, 
B. Pohlman, J. Norwood, M. H. Small, E. 
Casni, W. Gelinas. 
CLASS PICTURES 
9E 
Back Row:-D. Gray, L. Batstone, W. Wolsky, 
W. Brown, J. Bickers, W. Walker, R. 
Rigelhof, G. Robinson, R. Taylor, C. 
Hartleib, R. Barton, H. Catton, G. 
Blainey. 
Middle Row:-D. McQueen, R. Amsden, J. 
Vance, P. Urkosky, B. Siddle, J. Thorn, L. 
Agnew, K. Piper, S. Singleton, M. McLeod, 
E. Tessier, B. Brown. 
Front Row:-J. Taylor, J. Curley, C. Dunn, 
R. Preston, R. M. Zdunich, Miss Gregory, 
L. McPhail, H. Nicholls, P. Lubinski, L. 
Steel, I. Bogucki. 
Absent:-E. Robillard, T. Allan. 
• 
9F 
Back Row:-J. Bromley, J. Kenny, W. Pogue 
R. Kosikar, H. Boyles, K. Bell, G. Nixon, 
S. Turner, D. Clegg, H. Cherrie, J. Hall, 
G. Simich. 
Centre Row:-M. Lawson, P. Brkovich, S. 
Charbonneau, L. Siergjuk, J. Young, H. 
Carr, T. Docherty, A. DeSalliers, I. Watson, 
M. L. Otto. 
Front Row:-M. Vukanovich, L. Gut, D. 
Robinson, A. Stadnicky, Miss MacTavish, 
C. Gray, F. Corbett, A. Crawford, E. 
Bowman. 
9G 
Back Row:-M. Mlacak, L. Williams, B. 
Colclough, F. Thibault, 0. Drakich, L. 
Zinberg, D. Colmer, L. Lanoue, R. Israel. 
Centre Row:-R. Stewart, D. Drouillard, R. 
Evans, W. Short, B. Echlin, N. Niven, S. 
Vincent, J. Curoe, R. Aston, M. Dufour, R. 
McAlpine. 
Front Row:-D. Williams, P. Muhleisen, R. 
Kostich, A. Macala, Mr. Waddell, M. 
Blair, M. Walker, V. Somossy, S. Simpson. 
Absent:-W. Hanford. 
,H 
Back Row:-A. Janecka, P. Bawden, J. Blyth, 
P. Murray, W. Carter, A. Schaffer, R. 
Hogan, K. Ferguson, W. Woods. 
Middle Row:-D. Bib, B. Jackson, S. Reid, 
L. Savcheh:, J. Humeniuk, E. Petrcich, J. 
Francom, J. Martin, S. Soutar, R. Donald-
son. 
Front Row:-J. Wachna, I. Gyorrfy, K. 
Miskew, M. Bolton, Mr. Sinclair, T. Eden, 
C. A. Stevens, S. Crowe, J. Piccinin. 
Absent:-J. Millar. J. Edwards, D. Colvin, B. 
Reid, R. Woodrich. 
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GIRLS' SPORTS 
GIRLS' ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
Front Row, L. to R.:-Miss Gregory, Shirley Stewardson, Pat MacKeen, Pat Woodruff, Miss 
Rogers . 
Back Row, L. to R.:-Myrtle Bake, Marion Baker, Joan Heatley, Kathy Totten, Janice Cunning-
ham, Martha Waddell, Sheila Morris . 
GIRLS' ATHLETIC ASSOC/A TION 
This year, as every year, the members 
of the Girls' Athletic Association, under 
the leadership of Miss Rogers and ¥iss 
Gregory, have given to the girls of Walker-
ville Collegiate a very enjoyable year of 
sports. All the members deserve a great 
deal of credit as they have freely given us 
their time that we may enjoy ourselves 
and benefit from the sports. 
The following is the 1952-53 executive 
of the G. A. A.: 
Pat MacKeen . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . .. . . President 
Shirley Stewardson ..... ....... Vice-President 
Pat Woodruff . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary 
Kathy Totten ....... ..... .... .... ... Bowling 
Sheila Morris .... ... ... .. ..... .......... Basketball 
Joan Heatley .................. .............. Tennis 
Marion Baker ............... Volleyball 
Myrtle Bake . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Baseball 
Martha Waddell .... .... . ............... .... .. Track 
Ja nice Cunningham . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Swimming 
-Ann Torigian. 
OUR COACHES 
To Miss Rogers and Miss Gregory, we 
owe a great deal of gratitude, for, with 
their leadership and gujdance, our girls' 
teams were very successful. 
Miss Rogers, who has been with us 
for four years, can always be depended 
upon to turn out championship-rating 
teams. 
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Miss Gregory, in her first year at 
Walkerville, has been a great leader and 
will give us many winning teams in the 
years to come. 
We would all like to thank Mrs. Mere-
dith for giving our volleyball teams a 
start in the absence of Miss Rogers. 
-Ann Torigian. 
GIRLS' BASKETBALL TEAM 
Left to Right:-Mary Lou Otto, Barbara Jackson, Sheila Morris, Ann Torigian, Marion Baker, 
Mary Basan, Marilyn Miller, Miss Rogers (coach}, Irene Hudec (manager}, Anne Whelpton, 
Jeanne Sparavola, Rose Korenich, Irene Toprosky, Pat Woodruff, Milly Malavsky, Janet 
Frederick. 
Front Centre, Left to Right:-Pat MacKeen, Irene Skarbek, Shirley Stewardson. 
INTERCOLLEGIATE BilSKETBALL 
The girls' team ·won only four games 
and lost six . The,· had some bad luck, 
losing all their ga~es by no more than six 
points. \Ve hope that next year the team 
,rill bring the championship to Walker-
ville. 
The team consisted of : Irene Skar-
bek (Captain), Pat Woodruff, Pat Mac-
Keen , :Milly M alavsky, Shirley Steward-
son , Jeanne Sparavola, Heather Allison 
.-\nn Torigian, Ja net Frederick, as for-
wards. 
Sheila :\lorris, Marilyn Miller, Rose 
Koren1ch, Anne Whelpton, Mary Basan, 
~farion Baker, Irene Toprosky and Mary 
Lou 0tto, as guards. 
Our manager was Irene Hudec. 
TEN.NIS TRIP TO ST. THOMAS 
Three teams went to St. Thomas this 
fall to compete in the W.O.S.S.A. tennis 
tournament. \Ve were very grateful to Mr. 
Brown for driving us down. We started 
our trip shortly after six and arrived in 
rim~ to begin playing by nine-thirty. In 
boy:,' doubles, Jim Stanley and Jack Ord 
lost their first round after a hard fight, 
and .Judy Reid and Jack Butler reached 
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the semi-finals in mixed doubles. In girls' 
doubles, Sheil::i 1\Iorris and Joan Heatley, 
after playing eight sets, won the W.0.S.-
S .. \. championship. This is the first time 
that \Valkerville has won it in over twenty 
yt:ars. \Ve hope to continue our success 
from now on. Everyone had a wonderful 
time on the trip. 
-Joan Heatley. 
GIRLS' SWIMMING TEAM 
Back Row:-Pat MacKeen, Sheila Morris ,Sandra Simpson, Jane Anne Burnie, Barbara Legge, 
Rose Korenich, Miss E. Rogers, Janice Cunningham, Miss G. I. Tunks, Betty Lou Bridge, Anne 
Whelpton, Donna Tait, Wilma Augustine, Loretta Handrigan, Lois Thomas, Judy Reid. 
Front Row:-Patsy Nowitsky, Violet Gemmell, Joan Campbell, Betty Blyth, Anne Macala, Joan 
Thorn, Joan Wachna, Dorothy Clark, Marjorie Clifton, Paddy Johnston, Pat Kitson, Jacqueline 
Norwood, Annette Crawford, Barbara Jackson. 
Absent:-Joanne Nelson, Mary Ann Coyle, Hilda Girling. 
INTERFORM VOLLEYBALL 
This year the league consisted of 
twenty-six teams. Out of eighty-two sche 
duled games only five were defaulted. 
There were eighteen referees who officiat-
ed at five or more games. 
The Junior and School Champion-
ship was taken by Cl: Betty Paterson (cap-
tain), Dot Stewart, Marilyn Edwards, Do-
lores Keith, Lillian Lovecky, Norma Kir-
SR. GIRLS' INTERFORM VOLLEYBALL 
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by, Mary Baker, Milly Vasic, Joan Shroe-
der, Marilyn Dick. 
The runner-up was 9F. 
The Senior Championship was taken 
by 12CD: Joyce Kenney (captain), Nancy 
Clave!, Wilma Gibson, Elizabeth Duffin, 
Joan Hogan, Bev Jeffery, Nancy McKin-
non, Shirley Popowich, Pat Totten. 
The runner-up was llC. 
-Marion Baker. 
JR. GIRLS' INTERFORM VOLLEYBALL 
SENIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL TEAM 
Back Row:-M. Bake (Manager), M. Baker, R. Korenich, M. Miller, A. Whelpton, M. Basan, I. 
Skarbek, P. Woodruff. 
Front Row:-P. MacKeen , M. Malavsky, Miss E. Rogers, S. Stewardson, ( Caphin), S. Lowe, 
S. Morris. 
SENIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL 
Once again our senior volleyball team 
had a successful year. Although they did 
not win the championship, the team play-
ed many exciting games. Two of these 
games were against Sandwich (Forster) and 
Vocational. We lost to Sandwich 27-25 
and to Vocational 28-22. 
Team members were Shirley Steward-
son (captain), Pat Woodruff, Sheila Morris, 
Milly Malavsky, Irene Skarbek, Pat Mac-
Keen, Anne Whelpton, Marilyn Miller, 
Rose Korenich, Shirley Lowe, Mary Basan, 
Marion Baker, with Myrtle Bake as 
manager, and Ann Torigian as our referee. 
Ann Torigian. 
TRACK 
Junior Team Members were: J. Spara-
vola, M. Waddell,' G. Simon, F. Moodrey, 
D. Stewart, M. Baker, H. Allison,.]. Budd, 
M. J. Haynes. Sub: E. Archer. 
Intermediate Team Members: R. 
Korenich, S. Morris, P. MacKeen, P. 
Woodruff, M. Balte, J. Turner. Subs: D. 
Tait, B. Paterson, K. Totten. 
Senior Team Members were: I. Skar-
bek, A. Whelpton, A. Torigian, P. New-
man, L. Logan, K. Scott, M. Auckland, S. 
To let a fool kiss you is awful. 
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MacLean, J. Schroeder, G. Durrant. 
Though our team was not recognized 
as the team to beat, we managed to take 
our share of the ribbons. Firsts were taken 
by Gayle Simon and Marion Baker in the 
Junior standing broad and 75-yard dash 
respectively. Junior and Senior relay teams 
placed second while the intermediate re-
lay placed third. 
Lots of luck in your next season. 
-Ann Tortgian. 
To let a kiss fool you 1s worse! 
p 
JUNIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL TEAM 
Back Row:-P. Docherty, L. Pohuda, J. Wright, Miss Gregory, J. A. Burnie, J. Martin. 
Front Row:-B. Jackson, M. L. Otto, E. Archer, J. Sparavola (Captain), H. Allison, G. Purton, 
M. Stuhlmueller. 
JUNIOR GIRLS' 
The 1952-53 season showed a much 
improved junior volleyball team. Although 
our team only lost one game, they did not 
win the championship. We hope that the 
next season will see a championship team. 
The team members were Jeanne 
VOLLEYBALL 
Sparavola (captain), Jane Burnie, Pat Do-
cherty, Margaret Stuhlmueller, Lea Po-
h uda, Gay Purton, Barbara Jackson, Mary 
Lou Otto, Jean Martin, Judy Wright, 
Heather Allison. 
-Ann Torigian. 
BASEBALL 1951-1952 
Last year brought about another suc-
cessful year in our interform baseball lea-
gue. Under the guidance of Elizabeth 
Stewart, our Girls' Athletic Representative 
for baseball, teams were organized and the 
schedule began. At the end of the 40-game 
schedule, senior team 3 had won the cham-
pionship. Team members were: Kathy 
Chistoff (captain), Pat Woodruff, Ann 
Torigian, Pat MacKeen, Shirley Steward-
son, Loraine Logan, Kathy Totten, Cathie 
Morris, Dorothy Lang, Margaret Wilkin-
son, Ja net Turner. 
Runner-up was Junior Team 5. con-
sisting of Joyce Dumouchelle, Lea Pohuda, 
Barbara Ewart, Marion Wishart, Mar-
garet Stuhlmueller, Adele Wachna, Gay 
Purton. 
-Ann Torigian 
BOWLING 
This year the girls bowled a total of 
20 games each, from Monday, September 
29, to Monday, December 15. Irene Bu-
chinsky won the honours as top bowler 
with an average of 157. 
. Winning the ~lose race for top team, 
with an average of 142, was Irene Buchin-
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sky's team, cons1stmg of , Kristin Larson, 
Vera Lee Patterson, Judy Reid. Sue Geml 
and Irene Buchinsky. 
All in all, it it was a successful and 
enjoyable season. 
-Kathy Totten. 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
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BOYS' SPORTS 
BOYS' ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
Back Row, left to right:-Don Stewart, Neil Joyes, Clayton Brent, John Hancock, Marvin 
Prokopchuk, Rance Smeeton, Grant Thompson, Bill Totten, Jim Stanley, Bing Chan. 
Front Row, left to right:-Ron Ciebin, Bill Paris, Ed Agnew, Mr. Allison, Bill Miller. 
BOYS' ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
Under the presidency of Ed. Agnew, 
the B. A. A. built up a large balance in 
the treasury. 
The B.A.A. bought a few track uni-
forms, hockey sticks for the hockey team, 
and other equipment for the various boys' 
teams. 
Two dances were held this year after 
basketball games and coke was sold at all 
the games. 
-Bill Miller. 
GOLF 
Roseland Golf Club was the scene of 
the 1952 W.S.S.A. golf clinic. It was fine 
golfing weather and everyone agreed that 
the competition was keen. 
Of the seven teams competing, 
\Valkerville stood a close fifth. Members 
of the team were: Ken O'Neil, Bob Zak, 
Terry Diachenko, and Grant Thompson. 
All the golfers will be back next year 
and can promise a better showing. 
-Grant Thompson. 
TENNIS 
This year the ,i\T.S.S.A. tournament 
was almost a complete success for Walker-
ville. Our school had more entries than 
all the other schools put together. Sheila 
Morris and Joan Heatley won the W.S.-
S.A. girls' doubles while Jim Stanley and 
f ack Ord won the boys' doubles. Sheila 
Morris and Jim Stanley reached the finals 
in mixed doubles and Jack Ord won boys' 
singles. 
We were represented in all events at 
W.O.S.S.A. and Sheila Morris and Joan 
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Heatley won the girls' doubles. It is the 
first time since 1927 that the school has 
been honoured by W.0.S.S.A. winners in 
tennis. They deserve our heartiest con-
gratulations. 
Tennis enthusiasm at Walkerville is 
just as strong as ever, in fact I believe it is 
on the upward trend, especially with the 
addition of our two new asphalt courts. 
This enthusiasm is a promising indica-
tion of more future W.0.S.S.A. champion-
sliips. 
-Jim Stanley. 
SENIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL TEAM 
Back Row, left to right:-B. Bouteillcr, B. Douglas, D. Dunn, R. Ciebin, B. Totten, Mr. Allison 
(Coach), T. Sawich, K. Macleod, J. Wellington, C. Pinnegar, V. Cameron (Manager). 
Front and center:-C. Brent, R. Smeeton (Captain), J. Rideout. 
SENIOR BASKETBALL 
For the first time since 1936 the 
\Valkerville Collegiate Senior Boys' Bas-
ketball team won the W.O.S.S.A. cham-
pionship. Rance Smeeton and Clayton 
Brent played good ball all year and were 
1 ewarded for their efforts by being award-
ed positions on the All-City team. The 
rest of the boys played well and deserve 
a lot of credit for their championship 
play. 
The team got off to a slow start by 
dropping the first two games 42-38 and 
i.7-21 to Tech and Assumption respective-
ly. This losing streak did not last, how-
ever, and we beat Sandwich 48-45 and 
Patterson 46-37 in a thrilling contest. 
Kennedy fell before the axe and was de-
feated 27-21 with Rance Smeeton hooping 
18 points. The Tartans climbed into third 
place on a four point victory over St. 
He: I enjoyed Caesar and Cleopatra. 
She: Oh! Is she taking Imogene Coca's 
place? 
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.Josephs 57-27. A 55-44 win over Tech 
boosted the team into second place with 
Brent and Smeeton each hooping 13 
points. Assumption again beat us by a 
close 38-35 score. Patterson is always :1 
t.ough team to beat in their own gym and 
we lost 52-34. The Tartans ended the 
season with a 32-29 victory over Kennedy 
and left the team tied for second place. 
We beat Patterson 39-27 in the semi-
finals but lost the city championship to 
Assumption 41-39 before an overflo'W 
crowd at Kennedy Collegiate. 
The team played and won three 
games in the W.O.S.S.A. tournament at 
London. The team beat Kitchener 52-27, 
Beck Collegiate 28-26, and Assumption 
35-32 to win the W.O.S.S.A. championship. 
Congratulations boys for a job well 
done! 
-Bill Miller. 
Cannibal: We've just captured an actor! 
Chief: Hurray, I was hoping for a good 
ham sandwich. 
JUNIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL 
From left to right:-V. Cameron (Manager), B. Robinson, T. Egan, B. Morgan, J. Montour, M. 
Mlacak, G. Stewart, B. Miller (Captain), M. Drouillard, E. Rizek, J. Matus, B. Blainey, B. 
Mepham, T. Szalay, Mr. W. Young (Coach). 
JUNIOR BASKETBALL 
The team had a very successful season 
and ended up in fourth place. However, 
we were beaten in the semi-finals of the 
play-offs. 
We defeated Tech 45-37 to start the 
season but dropped a close 31-26 decision 
io Assumption the following week. Pat-
terson also proved too powerful and we 
lost 48-34. The Tartans got back into 
winning form by topping Sandwich 50-34 
with Bob Miller and Bruce Robinson 
leading the attack. Kennedy beat us 40-33 
and Tech beat us by a close 36-3.2 score. 
St. J oseph's fell before a 60-26 onslaught 
with Bruce Robinson hooping 15 points 
and Bill Morgan netting 13. Bob Miller 
dumped in 14 points to lead the attack 
against Sandwich and we won 44-32. Los-
ing to Kennedy in the final game of the 
season left the team in fourth place. We 
lost to Kennedy in the first game of the 
play-offs 46-27 and the season was over for 
the Junior Tartans. 
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CHEERLEADERS 
Back Row: Walter Leshyn, Gabriel Krammer, Eric 
Gengenbach, Bill Rose. 
Front Row:Mary Jane Haynes, Gail Sneider, Judy 
Stevens. 
Members of the team were: M. Drouil-
lard, B. Blainey, B. Robinson, T. Szalay, 
B. Miller, J. Montour, G. Stewart, M. 
Mlacak, E. Rizak, B. Mepham, T. Egan, 
J. Matus, B. Morgan. 
SWIMMING TEAM 
Back Row:-Mr. Nighswander, D. Leach, R. Haller, M. Magill, E. Agnew, A. Brkovich, T. Egan, 
K. Moffat, J. Hancock, G. Stecko, W. Leshyn, G. Swatman, C. Crow, B. Blainey, J. King, 
Mr. Waddell. 
Front Row:-T. Fenech, G. Oliver, T. Carruthers, D. Shrimpton, S. Coulthard, J. Avey, D. 
McCracken, D. Drouillard, W. Walker, G. Stewart, J. Douherty, B. Woods, R. Israel, A. 
Pidhoreski. 
Absent:-B. Miller. 
TRACK 
The boys' track team had a very suc-
cessful year. The team rolled up more 
points than it had in the past several years. 
The W.S.S.A. meet was held at Kennedy 
Stadium and the W.0.S.S.A. meet at Lon-
don. 
In the juvenile division Jim Montour 
placed second in both the high jump and 
hop, step, and jump. The juvenile relay 
team came in fourth. Junior Bob Miller 
placed second in the low hurdles and first 
in the high jump. 
The Intermediate boys fared a little 
better. Ron Longmuir came in second in 
both the 100 and 220. Jerry Hogan got a 
second in the 440 and Spence Hodkinson 
placed second in the low hurdles. Kar] 
Moffat won the javelin toss and got a 
fourth in the shot putt. Ron Ciebin placed 
Mr. Allison: "Now men, I want you to re-
member that winning the game isn't 
everything. You've got to learn to be 
good losers." 
Maurice P.: "Good losers? Why Heck! 
We're perfect." 
Maurice: "Why don't you stand up 
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fourth in the high jump and Don Dar-
roch was fourth in the javelin toss. The 
intermediate relay team came in second. 
All in all, the intermediates did fairly 
well. 
Gord Archer placed first in the senior 
220 and Zoltan Puskas was second in the 
discus throw. Ed Mularchyk got a second 
in the javelin toss. 
In the W.0.S.S.A. meet at London, 
Jim Montour won the juvenile hop, step, 
and jump and placed second in the high 
jump. Bob Miller got a second in the 
junior low hurdles. Spence Hodkinson 
won the intermediate low hurdles and Karl 
Moffat got a second in the javelin toss. 
Zoltan Puskas won the senior discus 
throw. 
-Bill Miller. 
straight like me?" 
Lawson: "Do you see that field of corn 
over there?" 
Maurice: "I do." 
Lawson: "Well you'll notice that the full 
heads bend down and the empty ones 
stand up." 
FOOTBALL TEAM 
) V C ( M ) J Mlacak A Brkovich Back Row·-B Bouteiller ( Ass't. Manager , . ameron anager , · , · . J' 
B. Mille.r, p: Muirhead, G. Henderson, B. McPhail, R. Jokanovich, D. Darroch, D. Bozic, · 
Hancock G Swatman, T. Whitehead. , . 11 B M M'II Middle Ro~:_:_D. Leach, J. Cray, S. Ilk, B. Kachmaryk, A. Poisson,. K. Mr er, . ac I an, 
T. Sawich, N. Vincent, J. Byng, N. Joyes, A. Hreno, N. Allison, K. Wilse,(i· M+°~~~urMr Allison 
Front Row:-J. Hogan, M. Prokopchuk, D. Paget, G. Ryan, E. Agnew ap a, , · 
(Coach), A. Pargalen, G. Stecko, R. Ciebin. 
FOOTB.A.LL 
For the third straight year our foot-
ball team was riddled with in juries before 
the season had hardly begun. Maurice 
Pougnet, Clayton Brent, and Johnny Mla-
cak received leg injuries in the first game 
of the season against Assumption. Pougnet 
spent several weeks with his leg in a cast. 
As a result of these in juries to these key 
players the team never did get rolling. 
The first game against Assumption 
left us on the short end of a 35-0 score. 
We not only lost the game but also the 
services of the three players mentioned 
above. After absorbing a 33-0 shellacking 
at the hands of the powerful Patterson 
Panthers, the boys played some good foot-
ball but lost a close contest to Tech by a 
7-0 score. 
In the game against Sandwich Ed. 
,\gnew threw a long pass to Tony Sawich 
lor a T.D. Paget kicked the convert and 
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a single to tie the game at 7-7. We ended 
the season by losing to Kennedy 19-0. 
Al though the team did not place high 
in the league 'Standing, the boys played 
hard and had a lot of fun. Ed. Agnew, Al 
Pargelen, Don Paget, Jerry Hogan and 
M arv Prokopchuk played heads-up foot-
ball all year. Prokopchuk, Hogan, and 
,\gnew were nominated to the second team 
,\II-City squad. 
J\f embers of the team were: G. Ryan, 
D. Paget, B. Miller, R. Jokanovich, A. 
Hreno, G. Henderson, S. Ilk, A. Brkovich, 
T. Sawich, N. Joyes, N. Vincent, R. CiP.bin, 
.\. Pargelen, D. Bozic, D. Darroch, B. Mc-
Phail, B. Kachmaryk, B. MacMillan, J. 
l~yng, E. Agnew, G. Stecko, J. Mlacak, C. 
Brent, 1\1. Prokopchuk, T. Whitehead, K. 
\Jiller, D. Leach, .J. Cray, G. Swatman, J. 
l-l;111cock, r\. Poisson, P. Muirhead, and l\t.i. 
Pougnet. 
-Bill Miller. 
SOCCER TEAM 
Front Row:-S. llczuk, J. Maddison, F. Montour, S. Haller, R. Ostren, F. Easby, C. Vallance, 
B. Day. 
Back Row:-B. Bouteiller, B. Chan, D. Dingle, W. Beedle, E. Dufour, J. Hapak, L. Mattatall, J. 
Oliver, W. Dennison, A. Solosky, D. Shrimpton, V. Cameron C Manager l. 
SOCCER 
A tragedy occurred in the soccer lea-
gue this year. For the first time in five 
years Walkerville did not win the W.S.S.A. 
championship although the team was in 
the thick of the battle until the final game 
of the play-offs. The majority of the play-
~rs were rookies and M~. W. Young did 
an excellent job of coaching as usual. 
We started the season off on the right 
foot with a 3-1 victory over Kennedy. Bob 
Day, Chuck Vallance, and Don Stewart 
each tallied a marker. Patterson showed 
surprising strength in holding our lads to 
a 2-2 deadlock. Stewart again showed top 
form by scoring a goal and assist on John 
Hapak's tally. Something happened in 
the next game aga;11st Tech that has rarely 
happened in the last several years. We fell 
before a 2-0 white-washing at the hands 
of Tech. However the boys went to work 
and beat Kennedy by a score of 4-1. Freddy 
Montour played a good game and scored 
two goals with Bob Day and Windsor Den-
nison each receiving credit for a goal. 
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Play-off hopes looked pretty slim for 
the Tartans as they absorbed a 2-0 defeat 
at the hands of Patterson. However, the 
boys settled down to work and won the 
next two games by 3-1 and 1-0 scores over 
Tech and Patterson respectively. Vallance, 
Day and Montour scored against Tech and 
Stewart potted the lone tally against Pat-
terson. 
The first game of the playoffs wound 
up in a 1-1 tie with Chuck Vallance scor-
ing the lone goal. Tech won the second 
game 2-0. The third game of the play-off 
proved to be a thriller but we went down 
to a close 4-3 defeat and the season was 
over for the Tartans. 
Members of the team were: W. Beedle, 
B. Bouteiller, B. Chan, B. Day, W. Denni-
son, E. Balfour, F. Easby, R. Haller, J. 
Hapak, S. Ilczuk, J. Maddison, L. Matta-
tall, F. Montour, J. Oliver, B. Ostren, D. 
Shrimpton, A. Solosky, D. Stewart, G. 
Vallance, G. Ferguson, D. Phillips, D. 
Dingle. -Bill Miller. 
HOUSELEAGUE FOOTBALL 
The houseleague football teams were 
again coached by teachers and a few of the 
senior students. The teams were coached 
by Mr. Bnnt, Mr. Sinclair, Mr. Fletcher, 
Mr. Beckley, Mr. Nighswander, Mr. Hart-
ford, l\Ir. Bull, and Mr. Waddell. 
This year Mr. Bunt's team with Bill 
Miller assisting, won the senior champion-
ship. Members of the team were: Frank 
Easby, Chuck Vallance, Ted Szalay, Doug 
Dunn, Jack Vallance, Chuck Baker, Walter 
Gascoigne and Fred Knott. 
In the Junior circuit Mr. Sinclair's 
team with Wilf Beedle assisting, won the 
junior title. Members of the team were: 
Bob Hanson, Paul LaBute, Rodger Brook-
myre, Bob McAlpine, Andy Kizik, Bob Os-
tren , Ken Bell, Jim King, Tom Egan, Jim 
Kenney, Pat Gillette, Bill Carter, Roy 
Supra, Tom Stewardson, Ken Darroch, 
Richard Young, and Gerald Blainey. 
-Bill Miller. 
HOUSELEAGUE HOCKEY 
The boys who play houseleague 
hockey are stern believers in the old say-
ing "early to bed and early to rise." ';'he 
league games are played "very" early 
Saturday mornings. 
Junior team 3 won the Junior House-
league Championship. Members of the 
team were: Doug Drouillard, Richard 
Donaldson, Wayne Brown, Bob Hanson, 
SR. BOYS' HOUSELEAGUE HOCKEY 
JR. BOYS' HOUSELEAGUE FOOTBAl,L 
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Fred Taylor, Doug Shrimpton, Bob Drago, 
and Jim Bickers. 
Senior team 2 won the Senior House-
league Championship. Members of the 
team were: Geoffrey Oliver, Bob Sharp, 
Bob Portt, Carl Fairthorne, Bob Douglas, 
Dan Atherton, and Paul MacPherson. 
-Bill Miller. 
JR. BOYS' HOUSELEAGUE HOCKEY 
SR. BOYS' HOUSELEAGUE FOOTBALL 
HOCKEY TEAM 
lack Row:-R. Greenhow (Water Boy), V. Cameron, B. Zak, K. Miller, J. Vlanich, J. Anderson, 
K. O'Neil, D. Paget, J. Wishart, B. MacMillan, F. Mills, Mr. Klinck (Coach). 
Front Row:-D. Campbell, G. Oliver, E. Agnew, J. Oliver, K. Palmer, N. Rumble, E. Resek, C. 
Valance. 
HOCKEY 
Once again the hockey team fell short 
of winning the W.S.S.A. title. The boys 
played top-notch hockey all year and it 
looked like they had a good chance to win 
the championship. 
In the first game of the season the 
boys really went to town and won a one-
sided game against Forster 9-0. ChuckVal-
lance paced the winners with "a hat trick." 
Assumption and Tech proved too much 
in the next two games and we lost by 5-1 
and 9-1 scores. Kennedy scored a goal in 
the last minute of the game to tie our lads 
2-2. We took the next two games by whip-
ping Patterson 5-1 and Forster 9-1 with 
Ken Palmer potting three markers in the 
two games. 
, The next two tilts proved to be the 
best games of the season as we tied Assump-
tion and Tech with identical 2-2 scores. 
Again the Tartans seemed to repeat them-
selves and won the next two games over 
Kennedy and Patterson by 5-0 scores. This 
ended the season and left the team tied in 
third place behind Tech and Assumption. 
In the semi-finals we played a two-
game total goals series with Assumption. 
However, we lost both games which put 
us out of the play-offs. 
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Members of the team were: Anderson, 
Paget, Wishart, Vlanich, Miller, Zak, Pal-
mer, Agnew, MacMillan, Mills, J. Oliver, 
Campbell, Rezek, G. Oliver, Vallance, 
Rumble and O'Neil. 
-Bill Miller. 
- THE BAND - BOX FIVE -
AUTOGRAPHS 
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Compliments of 
Arthur J. Reauine 
Mayor - City of Windsor 
MAKE SURE OF ECONOMICAL 
PROTECTION AND BEAUTY - USE 
~t&otivw 
HIGH STANDARD 
HOUSE PAINT 
Standard Machine & Tool Co. 
Ltd. 
Tools . Die,;, Fixlures . Jigs , Gauges 
Plan-0 -Mill , Multiple Heads, Drill Master 
Hole-wise, Grinders, Gear-cutting 
Heat Treating and Special Machinery 
870 OTTAWA 
Compliments of 
GRAYSON CARD & GIFT SHOP 
814 PILLETTE RD. 
Ph. 5-1612 Windsor, Ont. 
Compliments of 
GREGORY'S SERVICE 
SEMINOLE & GEORGE 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
5 3 0 2 2 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
FARRELVSPHARMACY 
A Rexall Drug Store 
1425 Tecumseh at Moy Phone 2-4170 
•• le ... ·, t; 
, •· .. a 
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Product Engineering 
Company 
Designing Development 
Aluminum Fabrication 
1660 Durham Pl. Windsor, Ont. 
Phone 4-3560 
MORRIS FUNERAL SERVICE 
t 
Limiled 
PHONE 4-5101 
WALKERVILLE CHAPEL 
1624 Wyandotte E. at Lincoln Rd. 
WINDSOR CHAPEL 
68 Giles Blvd. E. at Goyeau 
Say it with "Morris Flowers" 
Compliments of .. . 
Marentette's Book Store 
Booksellers and Stationers 
129 Ouelette Ave. Windsor, Ont. 
DOBSON'S HARDWARE 
4619 TECUMSEH RD. E. 
SANDWICH EAST 
Phone 5-5372 
"Is your girl spoiled?" 
"No, it's just the perfume she's wearing." 
GRA Y'S PHARMACY 
1492 PILLETTE ROAD 
We Deliver Anywhere 
Ph. 5-7943 or 5-2424 
Compliments ot 
DONNELLY BROS. CARTAGE 
1826 ST. LUKE RD. 
Windsor 5-6241 
1,_'< >.\I l'LDI I·:~TS 
IULL'" and ""LES" BUTCHER 
WINDSOR ARENA 
Windsor,s Home of 
S1,or:ts and Entertainment 
For Education, It's Roses are red, 
W ALKERVILLE COLLEGIATE 
For Fine Furniture and Appliances, It's 
TEPPERMAN'S 
OTTAWA 
at Pierre 
Compliments of 
Phone 
4-6418 
Sterling Drug Mfg. Ltd. 
Manufacturing Chemists 
1019 Elliott Street West 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
Dashing young fell ow named Jim 
Drove his car with considerable vim. 
Said he, "I'm renowned for covering 
ground." 
But, alas/-the gr6und now covers him. 
Compliments of 
·. SAM'S DEPARTMENT STORE 
1526 OTT A WA STREET 
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Violets are blue; 
We bought an AD. 
Why didn't you? 
"IOF" 
1952-1953 
COMPLIMENTS 
of 
SOMERVILLE LIMITED 
WINDSOR 
CARL D. McINTYRE 
Authorized 
GILBERT & BARKER OIL BURNER 
SALES & .SERVICE 
Phone 4-8809 
Continuous Quality 
is Quality 
You Trust 
"Coca-Cola" and its abbreviation "Coke"' 
are the registered trade marks which 
distinguish the product of Coca-Cola Led. 
Compliments of 
G. G. Mcl{eougl1 
LIM1TED 
Wholesale Hardware I 
Factory, Plumbing and Heating 
Supplies 
Phone 4-7515 
WINDSOR ONTARIO 
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,:ompliments of 
CKLW 
50,000 WATTS 
at 
800 KC 
Compliments of 
Border Cities 
Wire & Iron Ltd. 
961 Walker Rd. 
Phone 3-5225 
C. W. ANDREWS 
Gen. Manaqer 
A. P. McINTYRE 
Workl Manaqer 
Charles Shoe Clinic 
HAT CLEANED 
AND BLOCKED 
Specialize in 
All Types of 
SHOES REBUILT 
LIJCE NEW 
QUICK SERVICES 
SHOE DYEING WHILE-U-WAIT 
336 OUELLETTE AVE. 
1584 Tecumseh Rd. East Phone 2-2461 
A. STEDMAN 
Choice Quality Meats 
M.C.M. DAIRY BAR 
1991 OTTAWA STREET PH. 4-2230 
Phone 3-8966 
Hours 9 A.M. to 6 P.M. Daily 
Vhe $tgle $lioppe 
1239 Ottawa St. Windsor, Ont. 
5-2121 
McGAFFEY DRUGS 
Tecumseh Blvd. at George Ave. 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
Watches - Clo ks - Diamonds - Silverware 
Jewellery - China - And Gifts for All 
Occasions 
HAlMO JEWELLERS 
Telephone 3-1508 1368 Ottawa St. 
Windsor, Ontario 
Major: (Pointing to a cigarette butt on 
the parade square) "Is that yours, 
Private Smith?" 
Pvt. Smith: "No Sir, you saw it first." 
ROBLE DUFF LTD. 
MERCURY - LINCOLN - METEOR 
334 Dougall Ave. 
4-2535 Windsor 
Compliments 
of 
BENNET'S PIE 
4-2778 
Compliments of 
RICHMAN CLOTHES 
1235 OTTAWA ST. 
Windsor's most complete 
Formal Rental Service 
1st Studem: "Let's · ski}J Latin today." 
2nd Student: "Can't, I need the sleep." 
Office Ph. 3-3193 Res. Ph. 3-4853 
GEORGE W. WIGHT 
Property Management and Insurance 
303 Canada Building Windsor 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
LA PALOMA 
Restaurant 
LIGHT LUNCHES 
SPECIAL SUNDAES & SODA S 
Ottawa at Kildare Phone 4-9544 
MARTIN CLOS & SON 
4-5155 
General Contractors 
1826 CENTRAL A VENUE 
PHONE: 5-5212 
Compliments 
of 
I I C 
Compliments of 
MIDLAND LUMBER 
1540 MERCER STREET 
Windsor 
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A. J. Stephens & Son 
1912 WYANDOTTE STREET 
PHONE 3-5936 
WALKERVILLE 
Selected Goodyear Tire Dealer 
Bicycles - Joycycles - Accessories 
Sporting Goods - Tire~ & Bicycle Repairing 
HE: You remind me of the ocean. 
SHE: Wild, romantic and restless? 
HE: No! you make me sick. 
Compliments of 
E.f. PARENT & SONS 
SHEET METAL WORKS 
815 Pillette Rd. Est. 1920 Ph. 5-2563 
Compliments of 
ROBERTSON'S MEAT MARKET 
4770 WYANDOTTE ST. EAST 
Phone 5-9361 
HOPPE'S NU-VOGUE 
Junior, Misses' and Women's Wear 
246 Ouellette Ave. 1641 Tecumseh Rd. E. 
Phone 4-9666 Phone 2-8621 
DOMINO JEWELLERY 
"If you don't know your diamonds, 
know your Jeweller." 
Guaranteed Watch & Jewellery Repairs 
Evangeline Domino, Prop. 
4746 WYANDOTTE at Pillette 
Phone 5-7301 
Compliments of 
MRS. EUNICE M. STANLEY 
Representing 
Confederation Life Association 
Canada Trust Building (Est. 1871) 
ALL PLANS OF LIFE INSURANCE 
Bus. 2-7203 Res. 3-9856 
Compliments of 
MERVIN W. EISEN 
BUDGET FINANCING LIMITED 
524 Goyeau St. Windsor 
RELIABLE WORK 
- on all -
Tools. Dies. Gauges, Jigs, Fixtures. Plastic Moulds 
Die Cast and General Machine Work 
Steel Master Tool Company 
LIMITED 
Phone 3-8588 
1005 Walker Rd. Windao1, Ont. 
SHORTY'S AUTO SUPPLIES 
and 
USED CAR LOT 
Compliments 
of 
MEIKAR ROOFING 
Limited 
SERVICE & QUALITY 
2748 Seminole Sl. · 4-ll61 Windsor 
A bargain is a good buy. A goodbye 
is a farewell. A farewell is to vart. To 
part is to leave. My girl left without 
saying goodbye. She was no bargain 
anyway. 
Compliments of 
HAYNES' 
REXALL DRUG STORE 
Pillette & Wyandotte E. Phone 4-2366 
NATE K. CORNWALL 
1862 Wyandotte St. E. 
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE 
THERE ARE THREE KINDS OF 
SENIORS: 
Those who date and stay out late. 
Those who loaf and congregate and 
those who graduate. 
MAROON BROS. 
PURE FOOD MARKET 
Birds Eye - Frosted Foods 
4 728 WY AND OTTE ST. E. 
Cor. Pillette Rd. 
Phone 5-6315 - 5-6316 
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Compliments of 
SUNLITE FOOD MARKET 
1445 DROUILLARD ROAD 
Phone 5-9211 
Compliments of 
WALKERVILLE BAKERY 
1767 WYANDOTTE ST. E. 
Phone 4-1901 
The ADAMS DRUG COMPANY Lid. 
TWO STORES 
Cor. Lincoln and Ottawa St.s 
Tecumseh and Windermere Rd. 
W ALKERVILLE 
WINDSOR GLASS CO. 
1263 NIAGARA ST. Ph. 3-3004 
Kaufmann Aluminum Storms & Screens 
Bob Day (with a conceited smile): "Did 
you see that beautiful brun8tte smile 
at me?" 
Bob Dupuis: "Oh, that's nothing to wor-
ry about. The first time I saw you, I 
laughed out loud." 
Compliments ot 
ACME PHARMACY 
PRESCRIPTIONS 
1591 DROUILLARD RD. PH. 5-7821 
H. R. NAISH. Phm.B. 
Compliments of 
AJAX BUILDERS SUPPLIES LTD. 
Prop. - Wachna Bros. 
Ph. 5-2772 6160 Tee. Rd. R 
COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
Adkins Hardware 
Comer Gladstone and Tecumseh 
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Manager: "Didn't you read the letter I 
sent you?" 
C 2 Grad.: "Yes, sir. I read it inside and 
outside. On the inside it said: 'You 
are fired', and on the outside it said: 
'Return in five days', so here I am." 
Windsor 
Compliments of 
THE CAMERA SHOP 
526 GOYEAU ST. 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
3-2167 
BURNSIDE HARDWARE 
LIMITED 
1577 Tecumseh BouleYarc' East 
WINDSOR. ONTARIO 
COCK BROS. 
"HOUSE OF HOBBIES" 
• Ceramics • Model Planes. Traln1 and Boat1 
• Leathercraft • Artist Supplies • Figurine Painting 
• Shellcraft 
1451 TECUMSEH RD. EAST- WINDSOR 
'Wdl,;,<un ./J. R'fmai 
Capitol Beauty Salon 
Room 6, 2nd Floor 
Capitol Theatre Bldg. 
Windsor, Ont. 
Ph. 2-1785 
Compliments of 
BEAVER LUMBER CO. LTD. 
Ph. 4-9271 2324 WALKER RD. 
Windsor, Ontario 
YOUR BRIDGE TO HEALTH 
HARRY BRIDGE PHARMACY 
418 Tecumseh Rd. East Phone 4-6115 
BARBARA WOOD 
Secretarial Services 
Telephone Service 
Direct Mail Advertising 
29 Park W., R. 209 Ph. 3-8024 
STUDENTS RECEIVE 
SPECIAL ATTENTION AT 
VARSITY SPORTS CENTRE 
Limited 
10 SANDWICH ST. E. 
( Cor. Sandwich and Ouellette) 
WINDSOR 
Phone 4-3297 
"The right equipment 
for every sport" 
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE 
UNIVERSITY of TORONTO 
University College, the Provincial Arts 
College, enrols students in all course!! 
leading to the degree of Bachelor of 
Arts and Bachelor of Commerce. There 
are thirty-seven entrance scholarships. 
Bursaries are available for able students 
who need assistance. An illustrative, in-
formative booklet may be obtained by 
writing to 
The Registrar, 
University College, 
University of Toronto 
Toronto 5, Ont. 
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QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY 
KINGSTON, ONTARIO 
Incorporated by Royal Charter, 1841 
ARTS-Courses Leading to the degrees 
of 13.A. and B.Com. Part of the work 
may be done by Summer School and 
correspondence. 
SCIENCE-Courses leading to the de-
gree of B.Sc. in Chemistry, Geological 
Sciences, Physics; and in Mining, Me-
tallurgical, Chemical, Civil, Mechanical 
and Electrical Engineering. 
GRADUATE courses in Arts and Sci-
ence leading to the degrees of M.A., 
M.Gorn., M.Sc. and Ph.D. 
MEDICINE-Courses leading to the de-
grees of M.D.> C.M., and M.Sc. (Med.); 
Diploma of Public Health, and Diplo-
ma in Medical Radiology. 
NURSING SCIENCE-Courses leading 
to the degre of B.N.Sc. 
COMBINED COURSES in Arts and 
Physical and Health Education leading 
to the B.A., B.P.H.K degrees. 
COMPLIMENTS 
of 
S.S. KRESGE 
LIMITED 
Compliments of 
WRIGHT'S 
REXALI - DRUG. STORE 
3132 Walker Rd. Ph. 2-0572 
Phone 4-9700 Phone 4-4888 
For FRIGIDAIRE 
T. W. SAVILL 
REFRIGERATION SALES & SERVICE 
1323 Tecumseh Rd. E., Windsor . Ontario 
Nit: Haven't yc,u seen me before ? 
Wit: Yes, in an apple. 
BIGNESS INN 
Light Lunches - Fountain Service 
2415 WALKER RD. 
Phone 3-9568 Windsor, Ont. 
Compliments 
of 
WAFFLE ELECTRIC 
Sheldon in a fit insane, 
Thrust his head beneath a train, 
All were quite surprised to find 
How much it broadened Sheldon's mind. 
A. ROSS PLUMBING CO 
1636 TECUMSEH RD. EAST 
Ph. 4-5011 Windsor, Ont. 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
ROYAL BAKERY 
CITY WIDE DELIVERY 
PHONE 3-6431 1051 DROUILLARD RD. 
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Favored by the Collegime Crowd 
FINE FURS 
By 
LAZARE'S 
493 Ouellette Avenuf 
Dixon's 5~ to $5.00 i up 
~ f/ood4 - '1/0lld. (looc/4 
MIM'S WEAR · LADIES' WEAR - BABIES' WEAR 
cosaoncs - HARDWARE - SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
TOYS - c.s.NDY 
"We Have 4,000 Items" 
1587 ID 1'18 T-.ll B!Td. S...t WINDSOR :2, ONTARIO 
John Webb 
Limited 
Dia monds - \Notches - Jewelle ry 
Imported i:nglish Silverware and China 
552-556 Ouellette A VP.. Windsor, Ontario 
Compliments 
of 
WALKERVILLE PLUMBING 
SEMPLE OPTICAL CO. 
577 OUELLETTE AVE. 
E yes Examined - Glasses Fitted 
Ph. 2-2454 
SPOTLESS 
CLEANERS & DYERS 
Phone 5-6355 
LOST - Fountain pen, by lady half-
full of blue ink. 
"Sportsman's Paradise" 
C/209in'~ Sporting <:goocl~ 
SUPPLIES FOR EVERY SPORT 
1335 Wyandotte St. E. 
WINDSOR, ONT. 
Bill Ro gin ( Owner) 2-4414 
CRESENT LANES 
1055 O'HARA ST. 
Phone 3-0960 
Air-Cooled for Summer Bowling 
GIVE THE WRIGHT GIFT 
WRIGHT'S 
1292 LINCOLN ROAD at Ottawa 
1445 OTTAWA ST. Phone 2-2240 
Gifts - Bone China - Electrical Appliances 
Occasional Furniture - Fire Place Sets 
Interior Decorating 
Cards & Stationery 
ROYAL 
World's No. 1 Typewriter 
Standards Electric Portable 
Buy or Rent One From 
A. WHITLEY LTD., 86 Chatham St. W. 
Windsor 3-5231 
JOHNSON - TURNER 
Electric Repair & Eng. Co. Limited 
WINDSOR - CHATHAM - SARNIA 
A "Gold Digger" is defined as human 
gimmie pig. 
"Did you know that Jones died and 
left everything he had to an Orphans' 
Home?" 
"No! What did he leave?" 
"Ten children." 
Mr. Bunt: Why are the cranber-
ries red? 
Grade 9er: They saw the turkey 
dressing. 
Compliment of 
IMPERIAL OIL LTD. 
WINDSOR 
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Compliment of 
PETER GRAYSON 
OPTOMETRIST 
1886 OTTAWA 
Phone 2-6131 
She: What's the difference between 
marching and dancing? 
He: I don't know. 
She: I didn't think you did. Let's sit 
down. 
GEO. H. WILKINSON 
SHOES 
SPORTING GOODS 
LUGGAGE 
PHONE 3-7865 2151 WALKER ROAD 
HI-WAY MARKET 
GROCERIES - MEATS - FRUITS 
Windsor. Ont. 
OR QUALITY AND STYLE 
See 
IMPERIAL SHOES 
421 OUELLETTE 
Court Clerk (in dentist's chair) "Now, 
do you swear to pull the tooth, the whole 
tooth, and nothing but the tooth?" 
W. F. WESTOVER, Phm.B. 
DRUGGIST 
AGENTS FOR "TABU" 
1341 Ottawa St. Phone 3-8828 
Windsor, Ont. 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
Helen's Con£ ectionerv 
., 
SODA BAR & BAKE SHOP 
3606 Seminole at Central Phone 5-9203 
Compliments 
of a 
FRIEND 
CONGRATULATIONS 
from 
BERNHARDT'S FURNITURE LTD. 
Furniture - Appliances 
1645 WYANDOTTE EAST 
Phone 4-7568 
WALKERVILLE 
PAINT & WALLPAPER SUPPLY 
Lid. 
1928 WY AND OTTE EAST 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
Phone 2-6244 
Way down south where the bananas 
grow 
An ant stepped on an elephant's toe 
The elephant cried with tears in his eyes 
"Why don't you pick on someone your 
own size?" 
Compliments of 
Walker Insurance Agency Ltd. 
1942 Wyandotte Street East 
Charles W. Isaacs 
President 
Lome B. De Wolfe 
Manager 
G R. Girardot. Secretary 
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Compliments of 
CANADIAN STEEL CORPORATION 
Limited 
A FENCE FOR EVERY PURPOSE 
Phone 4-5166 Windsor, Ont. 
Compliments of 
BLAKE PIERCE FINANCE 
Limited 
New & Used Cars Financed 
Loans $50.00 to $1,500.00 
205 DOUGLAS BLDG. 
4-7557 
Attend the 
CAPITOL 
EMPIRE 
PALACE 
TIVOLI 
PARK CENTRE 
and KENT 
FAMOUS PLAYERS THEATRES 
IN WINDSOR 
"Dedicated to your Health" 
THOMPSON'S PHARMACY 
TECUMSEH at PILLETTE 
Phone 5-4321 
Compliments of 
LOCA.L 200 U.A.W.-C.1.0. 
32-40 WYANDOTTE ST. E. 
WINDSOR, ONT. 
Security and Abundance for 1953 
FABRICATED STEEL PRODUCTS 
(Windsor) Ltd. 
Manufacturers of 
STEEL & METAL PRODUCTS 
1537 Mercer St. 
COMPLIMENTS 
of 
Windsor 
THE DOMINION BANK 
1541 OTTAWA ST. 
WINDSOR, ONT. 
Wm. J. Jarvis 
Manager 
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MARTIN 
Drug Store 
OTTAWA STREET W ALKERVILLE 
Phone 4-1076 
For Friendly Personal 
Service 
Shop at Your 
Neighbourhood 
I.D.A. Drug Store 
Compliments of 
PLEASANCE JEWELLERS 
WYANDOTTE E. at WINDERMERE 
TOPS in TV 
M;ONTOUR ELECTRIC 
WIRING FIXTURES APPLIANCES 
1151 Drouillard Rd. 
your to111orr·ow ••• 
today! 
Canada offers an exciting prospect 
for the young career-planner. 
On prairie sweep and in isolated wilderness, 
eager hands are uncovering proven fields of oil, 
iron, titanium, uranium. In the west, a new 
chemical industry is booming, and in every province, 
·each month brings forth fresh evidence of nature's 
bounty. Small wonder businessmen the world over 
refer to Canada as the land of opportunity. 
But great natural riches provide only the foundation 
for a prosperous future. Prosperity must be 
built- and that takes men and women, hundreds of 
thousands of them, to contribute their talents, skill 
and zeal. These people will share in Canada's 
destiny .. 
1
• with profit to the nation arid themselves. 
Take careful measure of the outlook for Canada 
when planning your own career. 
Here you will find abundant scope. 
~£j/~rr~nyJ~a. 
